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This thesis is an investigation of the properties 
of several well-defined classes of groups and the rela­
tionships between them. The first of these is the normal 
formation. A formation is a nonempty class of groups
which is closed with respect to epimorphic images and also 
has the property that for normal subgroups M and N of 
a group G, G / m£!> and G / N G ^  imply G /MAN €J3r. A 
formation which satisfies the additional property that 
normal subgroups of members of &  are also in is 
called a normal formation.
Each formation gives rise to a normal forma­
tion ^  defined by &  = {g | for all N ^  £ G, N e * }.
Each normal formation in turn gives rise to a polyclass, 
i.e., a class of groups which is closed with respect
to normal subgroups and epimorphic images and has the 
additional property that for each N ^  G, if N £ • ©  ,
G/N £  , then G €  4S. The polyclass associated
with the normal formation 3^ is the class of all groups
G which have a normal series of the form
v
G = An D  A. ID . . . D A  = Eu 1 n
with Aj./Ai+|^ 9. This is the "smallest" polyclass which 
contains the normal formation Qt.
The third class of groups that is considered is 
called a Fitting formation. A Fitting formation SD is 
a normal formation which possesses the additional prop­
erty that for each group G and for each pair of normal 
subgroups N, M of G, N € 35, M £ ®  imply NM € & .
The classes of abelian, solvable and nilpotent groups are 
the obvious prototypes of these three general classes of 
groups. It is shown that many of the structural proper­
ties of the class of solvable groups are not dependent 
upon the fact that solvability is also a subgroup inher­
ited property. Also, many of the relationships between 
the derived series and the Fitting series of a solvable 
group carry over to the corresponding series determined 
by Fitting formations and their associated polyclasses.
For a formation 9  each finite group G has 
a characteristic subgroup 9(G) with the property that 
G/N € 9  if and only if 9(G) S  N. In this paper, the 
concept of formation is generalized to that of a strong 
formation so that infinite groups will also have this 
"commutator-type" subgroup. This generalization is made 
in such a way that the concepts of formation and strong 
formation are equivalent for finite groups. The notions 
of derived series and Fitting series for finite groups 
are generalized to ff’-derived systems and ^-Fitting
vi
systems with respect to a strong formation & .  The 
properties of groups having either of these systems are 
examined fully. It is shown that the class of groups 
possessing an ^-Fitting system is a polyclass; for 3^- 
derived systems, this is not the case. For classes of 
finite groups, a number of conditions which are equiva­
lent to possessing a normal 3^-series are considered. It 
is shown that ^  if and only if 9  is a polyclass.
A class 41 of groups is called saturated if and 
only if for each group G, G/J(G)€4I. implies G €. 5L •
A number of conditions which imply saturation for the 
polyclass associated with a given normal formation are 
discussed. Among the conditions on ^  that imply sat­
uration for are the following: &  is subgroup
inherited; C £ Qfr for each prime p; or &  is locally 
P
defined. Also, negative answers are provided to the 
following questions: Is every saturated formation sub­
group inherited? Is every polyclass saturated?
Three examples are discussed in detail in order 
to illustrate the theory and clarify the relationships 
between the classes of groups which have been considered. 
The first of these, the class of solvable K-groups, i.e., 
the class of solvable groups that split over each normal 
subgroup, is shown to be a normal formation that is not 
subgroup inherited. A second example is a generalization 
of the class of TT-separable groups, called (^,it)-separable 
groups. Results which generalize the theorems of P. Hall
vii
1on the existence and conjugacy of Hall 7T-subgroups in 
ff-separable groups are discussed. In addition, the class 
of groups having normal Hall 1t-subgroups which are members 
of a formation is considered, it is shown that the 
class of -separable groups is the polyclass associated
with this class of groups.
viii
INTRODUCTION
This thesis is an investigation of the properties 
of several well-defined classes of groups and the rela­
tionships between them. The first of these is the normal 
formation. A formation, as defined by Gaschutz £18}, is 
a nonempty class 3 s of groups which is closed with re­
spect to epimorphic images and also has the property that 
for normal subgroups M and N of a group G, G/M €. &  
and G/N € #  imply G/mON A formation which sat­
isfies the additional property that normal subgroups of 
members of ^  are also in is called a normal forma­
tion. Unlike the earlier work of Gaschutz and Carter [9] 
on classes of conjugate subgroups in finite solvable groups, 
this thesis proceeds in a different direction in that the 
emphasis is on the properties of normal formations and 
classes of groups which they generate. Also, applications 
of formation theory to both non-solvable and infinite 
groups are considered.
Each formation &  gives rise to a normal formation 
defined by ^  = {g | for all N ^ £ g ,  N &  9  Al­
though it is possible that &  might reduce to the identity 
formation, the existence of groups in with common prop­
erties easily eliminates this possibility. Each normal 
formation in turn gives rise to a polyclass, i.e., a class 
43 of groups which is closed with respect to normal sub­
groups and epimorphic images and has the additional property
1
that for each N A  G, if N £  45 , G/N €  35, then G €  35.
The polyclass associated with the normal formation
is the class of all groups G which have normal series of
the form G = An 3  A. O  . . . 3  A = E with A./A. _ €.
u 1 n i i+l
It is the "smallest" polyclass which contains the normal 
formation r^. The obvious prototype of this type of sit­
uation is the polyclass of solvable groups which is asso­
ciated with the class of abelian groups.
For finite groups there is another interesting 
class of groups "between" the abelian groups and the solv­
able groups called the nilpotent groups. The nilpotent 
groups serve as a prototype for the classes of groups 
called Fitting formations. A Fitting formation %  is a 
normal formation which possesses the additional property 
that for each group G and for each pair of normal sub­
groups N, M of G, N G.'b, M G &  imply NM €. It is
shown that many of the structural properties of the class 
of solvable groups are not dependent upon the fact that 
solvability is also a subgroup inherited property. Also, 
many of the relationships between the derived series and 
the Fitting series for a solvable group carry over to the 
corresponding series determined by Fitting formations and 
their associated polyclasses.
The classes of abelian, nilpotent, and solvable 
groups are each but one example of the more general classes 
of groups under consideration. As the theory evolves, a 
number of applications will be made to other classes of 
groups which satisfy the given properties. In general,
the theory of normal formations and their associated 
polyclasses provides a method for showing that classes 
of groups satisfying certain conditions have a number 
of common structural properties.
This thesis is divided into six chapters. The 
first chapter contains an exposition of the basic defini­
tions and fundamental notions which will be needed in the 
succeeding chapters.
For a formation each finite group G has a
characteristic subgroup «*G) with the property that 
G/N E &  if and only if &(G) £• N. In Chapter II, the 
concept of formation is generalized to that of a strong 
formation so that each infinite group will also have this 
"commutator-type” subgroup. This generalization is made 
in such a way that the concepts of formation and strong 
formation are equivalent for finite groups. The first 
two sections of this chapter are concerned with general­
izations of the derived series and the Fitting series of 
solvable groups with respect to a strong formation 3*. 
Theorem 2.4 shows that any group which possesses an *^- 
Fitting system is a polyclass. Example 2.1 shows that for 
groups having an ^-derived system, this is not the case. 
In the third section of this chapter, classes of groups 
possessing normal ^-series are considered. Theorem 2.5 
gives the basic structural properties of the members of 
this class of groups.
Chapter III is concerned with classes of finite
groups. A number of equivalent conditions for a group to 
possess a normal 3^-series are considered. Example 3.1 
shows that there exist polyclasses which are "larger" 
than the class of solvable groups. Three equivalent con­
ditions for a group to be a member of the polyclass 
associated with the normal formation are provided in 
Theorem 3.2. This chapter also includes a number of 
theorems which generalize the relationships between the 
Fitting series and the derived series of a finite group. 
Theorem 3.7 gives a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a normal formation to be equal to its associated poly­
class .
Saturated classes of groups are examined in the 
fourth chapter. A class of groups is called saturated 
if and only if for each group G, G/j6(G) € 41 implies that 
g €41. A number of conditions which imply saturation for 
the polyclass associated with a given normal formation are 
discussed. Also, negative answers are provided to the 
following questions: Is every saturated formation sub­
group inherited? Is every polyclass saturated?
In Chapter V, three examples are considered which 
illustrate the material in the preceeding sections and 
clarify the relationships between the classes of groups 
previously examined. The first of these, the class of 
solvable K-groups, i.e., the class of solvable groups that 
split over each normal subgroup, is shown to be a normal 
formation that is not subgroup inherited. A stronger
version of a theorem of C. Christensen concerning the 
complementation of the next to last term in the derived 
series of a solvable K-group is also included. A second 
example is a generalization of the class of Ji-separable 
groups, called (SP,fr) - separable groups. Results which 
generalize the theorems of P. Hall on the existence and 
conjugacy of Hall 7t-subgroups in Tf-separable groups 
are discussed. In addition, the class of groups having 
normal Hall fT-subgroups which are members of a formation 
is considered. It is shown that the class of (3-,In­
separable groups is the polyclass associated with this 
class of groups.
The final chapter includes a summary of the rela­
tionships between the various classes of groups discussed 
in this thesis. Also, a number of unanswered questions 
which were motivated by this paper are discussed.
An attempt has been made to keep this thesis self- 
contained. Except for occasional references to well-known 
results, this aim has been achieved. The notation used in 
this thesis is that which is found in the standard refer­
ences such as Huppert [23] and Scott [31].
6CHAPTER I
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
This chapter is preliminary in nature. It contains 
definitions and fundamental notions that will be used in the 
succeeding chapters.
DEFINITION 1.1. A nonempty class of groups is 
called a formation if and only if the following conditions 
are fulfilled:
(1) Epimorphic images of members of *3r are in 5^.
(2) If M and N are normal subgroups of a group 6 
and 6 / H E ^ f ,  G/N G. then G / l l n N e ^ .
If the formation has the additional property that
(3) Each normal subgroup of a member of ^  is also
in Qf.
then ^  is called a normal formation.
From the definition of formation one immediately 
sees that finite direct products of members of are again 
in By simple induction it may be shown that for a normal
formation Qf, G implies that each subnormal subgroup
of G is a member of
Since the class of groups consisting of only the unit 
subgroup is a formation, that is contained in every formation, 
every formation contains a normal formation. The following 
lemma provides a method for constructing a normal formation
from any given formation.
LEMMA 1.1. Let be a formation.
If &  = { G | for each N i ^ G ,  then &  is a
normal formation.
Proof. Since E e S' ¥ 0 Let G £  and
consider an epimorphic image G/N of G. If K/N ^  ^  G/N, 
then K ^  ^  G and K € &  . But S  is a formation, thus 
K/N £ and S' is closed with respect to epimorphic images.
Assume G/M €. G/N £  S' • Let K / M O N i  S  G/MON. 
Then K —  —  G. This implies that KM/M G/M, KN/N ^  ^  G/N 
and hence KM/M €• S  # KN/N €  S .  By a basic isomorphism 
theorem, K/Mf) K = KM/M 6 ^ .  Similarly K/NOK €. S  • Thus 
since S  is a formation, K/MON = K/[(NGK)rt(Mr»K)]] €, .
Therefore S' is a formation.
Finally let G £, &*, N &  G. If N, then
K ^  —  G and K (= s .  Thus S ’ is a normal formation.
If the definition of S* as given in Lemma 1.1 is 
replaced by O l  for each subgroup N of G, N £. } ,
a similar argument would show that 3?’ is a subgroup inherited 
formation.
It is possible that with either definition &  might
reduce to the identity formation. The existence of groups in
with common properties easily eliminates this possibility.
For example, if for a prime p the cyclic group of order p,
denoted by C , is a member of ^ , then { E \ • More
P
8generally, if CJF contains any simple group, then ■{ E } •
A recent result by Peter Neumann £30} shows that any forma­
tion of finite nilpotent groups, i.e., groups which can be 
expressed as a direct product of their Sylow subgroups, is 
subgroup inherited. This result, along with the easily 
proven result that the intersection of two formations is 
again a formation, indicates that any formation of finite 
groups which contains a nilpotent group has *{E} •
DEFINITION 1.2. A nonempty class of groups ^  is 
called a Fitting class if and only if the following conditions 
are satisfied:
(1) Each group isomorphic to a normal subgroup of 
a member of 1^ is a member of a>.
(2) For any two normal subgroups M and N of a
group G, if M £  3), N € ^ ,  then M N G
A class of groups which is both a formation and a Fitting 
class is called a Fitting formation.
DEFINITION 1.3. A polyclass fg is a nonempty class 
of groups with the following properties:
(1) If G G  3J, then each normal subgroup and each
epimorphic image of g is a member of £  •
(2) If N is a normal subgroup of a group G, and 
N e j g ,  G/N <= JB' then G G  * •
The relationship between the above mentioned classes 
of groups is given in the following theorem due to Maier [29j.
THEOREM 1.1. Every polyclass is a Fitting for­
mation and hence a normal formation.
Proof. Let S  be a polyclass. By definition,
£  is closed with respect to normal subgroups and factor 
groups. To show that is a Fitting class, a stronger 
result than required will be proven. Let N be a normal 
subgroup of G and let M be any subgroup of G where
N €■ *&, M £  By a basic isomorphism theorem, MN/N 3
M/MfiN. But M £ < & ,  thus M / H O N  £*&. Therefore MN/N 
is in Since S  is a polyclass, MN/N, N £ 35 imply
that MN Thus is a Fitting class.
Let H and K be normal subgroups of G with
G/H £  J5 , G/K & £ .  Since 58 is closed with respect to
normal subgroups, 6/fl£jB implies H K /H£iS. Thus 
K/HOK = HK/H£flJ . Since (G/Hft K) / (K/HrtK) = G/K & © ,  
it follows that G/HOK6.35 by the extension property of 
Therefore 35 is a formation and hence a Fitting for­
mation.
The class of finite groups provides many common 
examples of the previously mentioned classes of groups.
The class of solvable groups, i.e., the class of finite 
groups possessing a composition series whose factors are 
cyclic groups of prime order, and the class of TT-groups, 
i.e., the class of finite groups whose order contains only 
primes from a given set ft of primes, are well-known 
examples of polyclasses. The class of nilpotent groups 
is a Fitting formation but not a polyclass. The class
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of supersolvable groups, i.e., the class of finite groups 
possessing an invariant series all of whose factors are 
cyclic, and the class of abelian groups are simply normal 
formations. This list of examples will be extended as the 
theory evolves.
One immediately notes that each of the above men­
tioned group properties is subgroup inherited and hence 
normal subgroup inherited. Next, a polyclass fi, hence 
a normal formation, will be determined with the property 
that for each subgroup B of G, does not neces­
sarily imply B €
For a given set X, denote by ^  the set of all 
ordinal numbers which have cardinality at most the cardin­
ality of the power set of X. Let Sf denote the class of
ordinal numbers.
The remaining definitions in this chapter follow 
the approach used in Kurosh [26\ and Specht [32] .
DEFINITION 1.4. A collection of subgroups
of a group G is called an ascending normal 
chain for G if and only if the following conditions are 
fulfilled:
(1) H = E.
0
(2) For each if has an immediate pred­
ecessor ot» £ 2* then H ^  H,; otherwise let H. = U  H c.o6*l •< ^  $<.«< •
If there exists a 'T' 6 such that = G and C  H^,
0*o<£T, then is called an ascending normal
11
system for G. An ascending normal system in which G,
is called an ascending invariant system for G.
The subgroups are said to form a jump in
k<l and the factor groups are called factors of
{»<! •
DEFINITION 1.5. A collection of subgroups
of a group G is called a descending normal
chain for G if and only ifj
(1) KQ = G.
(2) For each <*■£ , if <*- has an immediate pred­
ecessor «*-l €  then K, ^  K. .; otherwise let K, = K-.oC oC-l oC. J <0c %
If there exists a T € A, such that K~ = E and K, C  K. |(q T od. o6-r
then £ k J o £ •< is called a descending normal
system for G. A descending normal system in which G,
O ^  «<■ £T, is called a descending invariant system for G.
DEFINITION 1.6. A finite normal system for a
group G, G = H  3  H 3  H_ 3  . . . 3  H =E, is called a
0 1 2  n
normal series of length n. An invariant series for G 
is defined similarly.
LEMMA 1.2 £323 . (a) An ascending (descending)
normal system for a group G induces an
ascending (descending) normal system, possibly with rep­
etitions, in each normal subgroup of G. Each factor of 
the induced normal system is isomorphic to a normal subgroup 
of a factor of Out-
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(b) An ascending normal system {h^I for
a group G induces an ascending normal system on each 
epimorphic image of G; the factors of the induced normal 
system are epimorphic images of the factors of •
Proof. For (a) let N ^ G ,  an as­
cending normal system for G. Define K* = H ^ H N  for all o< , 
Thus K0 = H0O N  - E and K|> = Hr O H  • N. Also,
K*< - V l .  K,+1. If M' is a limit or­
dinal, J L ± X  then U K *  = U(NAH,) = N I W  Hj = NftH/, = Km.<Ai.lL ^ <<<H- &S M. /*■
Thus is an ascending normal system for G;
possibly with repetitions.
Consider an arbitrary factor group K^/K^, of 
the ascending normal system for N. By Zassenhaus’ lemma,
= N|\H*/NOH*-| = The proof
for the descending normal system follows in a similar manner.
For (b) consider any factor group G/N of G.
Define L* = H*N/N, O M k  Then L0 = HqN/N = E, L* = I^N/N £  
Hj^N/N = I*+l, L«* —  L^ ., and Lrf = H^N/N = G/N. For each 
limit ordinal, jUL^T, U L  a OH.N/N = NllHw/N = NHii/N = Lzt.AtfX. * <*LUj * «*JU. *
Thus is an ascending normal system for G.
Consider an arbitrary factor L^/L^i of this induced 
normal system. Then, L^/L^h = H^N/l^N = (NHH*) =
Hc(/^.|(NAHp() by Zassenhaus' lemma. But H^/EI^.itNA^) *
Thus L*/ly., is an epimorphic
image of .
Since the ordinals are a well ordered set, each set
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of ordinals which indexes a collection of equal subgroups 
in an ascending (descending) normal system has a first and 
a last element. Thus replacing every such collection of 
subgroups by a single subgroup introduces no new jumps in 
the system. Therefore each ascending (descending) normal 
system with repetitions can be transformed into a system 
without repetitions.
DEFINITION 1.7. An ascending (descending) normal 
system for a group G is called a proper refinement
of the ascending (descending) normal system if and
only if { Hj C  [kJ  .
DEFINITION 1.8. An ascending (descending) normal 
(invariant) system which fails to possess proper refine­
ments is called an ascending (descending) composition 
(principal) system.
DEFINITION 1.9. A normal (invariant) series which 
fails to possess proper refinements is called a composition 
(principal) series.
The next theorem provides an example of a polyclass 
which is not subgroup inherited.
THEOREM 1.2 £32}. The class of all groups which 
possess an ascending composition system (series) is a 
polyclass.
Proof. Let be an ascending
composition system for G. Let N ^  G. For each ©<,0- -7^
14
define K* = NO and L* = H^N/N. By Lemma 1.2, 
and are ascending normal systems for N and G/N,
respectively. Each factor is isomorphic to a nor­
mal subgroup of . Thus = E or ^
. Therefore is an ascending composition system
for N.
Each factor L^/L^, is an epimorphic image of 
Thus again either L^/I^.j = E or L^/l^., - H^/H^ and {l^} 
is an ascending composition system for 6/N.
Let M A  G and assume that {p<| 0±<x £al} and
— are ascending composition systems for M and 
G/M, respectively. Then the {p«> and the inverse images 
of the members of in G form an ascending composi­
tion system for G. Thus the class of groups possessing an 
ascending composition system is a polyclass. The proof for 
composition series is analogous.
That the property of possessing an ascending compo­
sition series is not a subgroup inherited property is seen
in the following well-known example.
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let Sn denote the symmetric group 
on n symbols and An the alternating group on n
O0
symbols for a given positive integer n. Consider S = || Sn .
oO n=1
S has a unique normal subgroup A =nW ,1An of index 2 
which is distinct from S and E. The series E C A C s 
is an ascending composition series for S. Let H be the 
infinite abelian group generated by the transpositions
15
(2m - 1 2m), m = 1,2,... . Each normal series E - H q C
C  ... C  Hn = H has a proper refinement and H thus 





Consider a formation and let ^(G) denote the 
intersection of all normal subgroups N of a group G for 
which g /N €. 5K For each finite group G, 3?(G) is char­
acteristic in G and G/2KG) €. Qf. In fact 3r(G) has the 
property that
(2‘) For each N A  G, G/N €. 3^ if and only if 
3(G) S. N.
If all groups under consideration are finite, then upon 
replacing condition (2) in Definition 1.1 by (2') one gets 
an equivalent definition of a formation. For infinite 
groups this is not the case since G/&IG) is not neces­
sarily in 3?. Consequently, modifications must be made.
DEFINITION 2.1. A class &  of groups is called a 
strong formation if and only if:
(1) Epimorphic images of members of are again
in .
(2) Each group G possesses a unique character­
istic subgroup Gy having the property that for each N ^  G, 
6/N C  3  if and only if G^ £. N.
If the strong formation 3? has the additional property 
that
(3) Each normal subgroup of a member of is
17
also in •
then &  is called a strong normal formation.
An obvious example of a strong normal formation is 
the class a  of abelian groups. For each group G < G*  is 
the commutator subgroup.
Of course, each strong formation is a formation. If 
G/M G , G/N 6 . ^ , ^  a strong formation, then G^ , Q. M,
G# —  N imply that Gg; —  HON. This is equivalent to 
G /MON G  As with a normal formation, subnormal sub­
groups of members of a strong normal formation are again 
in ^  .
DEFINITION 2.2. Let <3r* be a formation (strong 
formation). A collection of subgroups £ of} a
group G is called an ^-derived chain for G if and only if:
(1) Fq (G) = G.
(2) For each having an immediate predeces­
sor 0<rl € , F, (G) =^(F,.(G)); otherwise F,(G) = O F ,  (G) .
If there exists a Y  £ such that F^(G) = E and
F^(G) C  F ^ G )  , then {f<<(G)|o £ ^  is called an
^-derived system for G. An <3f-derived system containing 
only a finite number of subgroups is called an ^-derived 
series and the least natural number k such that (G) = E 
is called the ^-derived length of G.
In order to simplify the above notation adopt the 
convention of letting E^(G) = F^ whenever this will not
18
lead to confusion.
For an arbitrary formation V  and any jump F^,  
in the ^-derived chain of a group, G the relation
F^j/F^G &  is not always valid. The next lemma shows
that for a strong formation this property always holds.
LEMMA 2.1. If is a strong formation, then
S(G) = G^ . for each group G.
Proof. Let 71= {n I N £ G and G/N £  For
each N £  *72., G/N G, &  implies that Gg- ^  N and hence
that Gg £=. ^(G) . But G/Gg, Thus G^ €£ 7| and
3(G) £. Gg. . Therefore 3(G) = G jj. .
LEMMA 2.2. Let 3  be a strong formation, G a 
group, and G. Then 3(G/N) = 3(G)N/N.
Proof. Let L/N = 3(G/N) . Since G/L €.
3(G) £. L. Thus 3 (G)n £-L and 3(G)N/N is contained
in 3(G/N) . But G/OKg J G - ^  implies that G / 3 [ G ) N £ 3 <  
Therefore 3(G/N) = 3(G)N/N.
LEMMA 2.3. Let ^  be a strong formation and 
the 3-derived chain for a group G. If 
N «*£> G and N S  F^ , then F^ (G/N) = F^/N. In particular
for all «* L  0, F^tG/F^,) = F^/Ffi.
Proof. Proceed by transfinite induction. If ©< = 0, 
then Fq(g/N) = G/N = Fg/N. Assume that the result holds 
for all If jx is a limit ordinal, then F^(G/N) =
O F .  (G/N) = fl(F./N) = OF^/N = BV/N.
If JJL has an immediate predecessor then by
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the induction hypothesis F^G/N) = ^5r(F -^/(G/N)) = *?($,.,/N) , 
Note that (E>,.,/N)/(tftE^ -/) /N) ^  €. &  Thus
QKfm -i/N) £• #(E^./)/N, i.e., Ftt(G/N) £. F^/N. To show the 
opposite inclusion let 3?(F|t-//N) = L/N. Since E^-//L = 
iF#-,/N)/(L/N) €  &, Fju, = 3^r(FJa-/) S . L. Therefore
F^/N = #(Ek-/)/N —  L/N = ^(Ftt-z/N) = F*.(G/N) .
DEFINITION 2.3. Let $  be a formation (strong 
formation). If is a descending normal chain
in a group G such that each factor 2»Jr , then
{K«<} ^  called a descending normal ^-chain for G.
Similar definitions can be made for descending normal sys­
tems and descending invariant systems.
LEMMA 2.4. Let ^  be a normal (strong normal) 
formation. If {Ko< I is a descending normal J^-chain
for G, then f°r aH  where
is the 3K-derived chain for G.
Proof. Proceed by transfinite induction. For oi = 0 
the result trivially holds. Assume that the result holds 
for all if p  is a limit ordinal, then F ^  =
nin* = ka . if jj. is not a limit ordinal, then K^  exists 
and K,u-//K/(. ^ ££. Consider E^ ./ ^  K^ ./. KaFu.//KlU. fe 
since it is a normal subgroup of K«-//Ku,* Therefore
~ Ka FM-//K/^ G  ThuS FM  &  which
implies E^ S: K^.
The proof for a strong normal formation is analogous.
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THEOREM 2.1. Let ^  be a normal (strong normal) 
formation. A group G possesses an ^-derived system if 
and only if it possesses a descending normal ^-system.
Proof. Let G possess a descending normal 
system {k <10 - ** “'f'V and let I «>< £ $£} be the ^-derived
chain for G. By the previous lemma Sj* —  = E, and
hence G possesses an ^-derived system.
Conversely, let G possess an ^-derived system 
{f^| o £<*^Y}. Let *# = {n  | N ^  G and G/N By
hypothesis 3*(G) / E and hence ^ 2^0. Let
G = NQfNlf ... ,N* N^, ,
be a well-ordering of ^  • Form the normal subgroups
K = G , Kju = O  N , for all JJL, l4/L&^l.
After deletion of repetitions, {k^Io^c*-ft-l} is a descend­
ing normal system for the jump G = PQ , F^ = #(G). Since 
Kq = G and P;L = #(G) = ^ N *  = K ^ f, £ k J o £  e( & p.f|} forms a 
descending collection of subgroups between G and F^. If 
)} is a limit ordinal, then K,. = O  Nj = O  . If 'i) is
not a limit ordinal, then V-l exists and by the method of
construction Ky — Ky-| . Suppose that (5 is not a limit 
ordinal, O ^  0  — . Then
Consider each of the factors • Thus
V/K, = ~ £ oAy, e <3= .
In a similar manner it can be shown that for each jump 
P^l , in the SP-derived system ^P^| O  h  o( — there
exists a descending normal ^-system. The insertion of
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the descending normal ^-systems in the ^-derived system 
refines the -derived system. This refinement is a des­
cending normal ^-system for G.
One notes that if $  is a strong formation, then 
the converse is trivially valid. Hence the theorem also 
holds for strong formations.
THEOREM 2.2. If is a strong normal formation, 
then the following are equivalent for each group G:
(a) G possesses a descending invariant ^-system.
(b) G possesses a descending normal ^-system.
(c) G possesses an ^-derived system.
Proof. (a) implies (b) by the definitions of des­
cending invariant and descending normal 3*-systems.
(b) implies (c) by Theorem 2.1.
Since is a strong formation each factor of the 
^■-derived system is a member of ^  and thus (c) implies (a) .
For each strong normal formation let ^r*
denote the class of all groups possessing a descending 
normal ^-system.
LEMMA 2.5. Let 9  be a strong normal formation.
(1) Each normal subgroup of a member of is
also in
(2) If N ^ G  and N €  , G/N €. , then
G e  .
Proof. For (a) let G €. 3r* , N ^ G  , and let 
■^H^|o-«<‘-/T'| be a descending normal ^-system for G. By
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Lemma 1.2(a) *7[ = , after deletion of repetitions,
is a descending normal system for N with each factor 
isomorphic to a normal subgroup of the corresponding factor 
of . Since by hypothesis each factor H ^ / H ^ €.
and is a strong normal formation, each factor of 
is also in Thus ^  is a descending normal ^-system
for N and N £ ??* .
For (b) let O be a descending normal
-3r-system for K ^ G  and ^L^jo^K a descending normal 
system for G/K. The inverse images of the members of 
in G and form a descending normal ^-system
for G.
The next example shows that ^r* is not neces­
sarily a formation.
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let &  be the class of abelian
groups and ^(G) the commutator subgroup of a group G.
It has been shown by Kurosh C 26 , p.38} that for the first
infinite ordinal number ca, the (O-th derived group of a 
free group is E. Thus every free group is in . if
G £ 3r* implies that G/N £  9 *  for each N —  G, then 
every group is contained in because every group can
be represented as a factor group of a free group. Since 
there exist groups which aren't in is not
closed with respect to epimorphic images and hence 
is not a formation.
Ascending systems
DEFINITION 2.4. Let 9  be a formation (strong 
formation). If {h I ©< 6  is an ascending normal chain 
in a group G such that each factor 6 . then
{h^ is called an ascending normal 3^-chain for G. 
Ascending normal 3^-systems and ascending invariant 9- 
systems are defined similarly.
THEOREM 2.3. Let be a normal (strong normal) 
formation. The class of all groups possessing an ascending 
normal ^-system is a polyclass.
Proof. Let G possess an ascending normal &- 
system << — 'T'} . According to Lemma 1.2, for each
N «£JG, *72 = (n O H ^  and -[n h /^N^ ; form ascending nor­
mal systems for N and G/N, respectively. Each factor 
Nr\ H^/N O  of is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of
H./H*.,. But €. &. Thus NH  H^/NOH^,, €. &. Also,
each factor (NH^/N)/(NH^.j/N) = NH^/NH^., of is the
epimorphic image of H^/H^.i. Since and &
is a formation, then each factor of is a member of
Let M ^  G and let M and G/M possess ascending 
normal ^-systems {K^l°-•* - and {ifcj o - «* * respec­
tively. Then the ascending normal system determined by 
{ an<^  inverse images of the members of in G
is an ascending normal £*-system for G.
For a formation (strong formation) ^  let *111(0)
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denote the characteristic subgroup of G generated by all 
the normal subgroups of G that are members of If
G £  , then = G. However, it is not necessarily
true that •nH(G) e »  for each group G.
DEFINITION 2.5. Let G be a group, &  a formation 
(strong formation). An ^-Fitting chain for a group G 
is a collection of subgroups of G with
the following properties:
(1) M 0 (G) = E.
(2) For each ordinal o< having an immediate pred­
ecessor oC-l e , M^(G) /M^jtG) = ^(G/M^_|(G)) ; otherwise 
m,(g) = U m s(g).
If there exists a T* € such that M/f(G) = G and
M><_t(G) C  M^(G) for all T*, then { m ^ O ^ is
called an <3*-Fitting system for G. An 9^-Fitting system 
containing only a finite number of subgroups is called an 
^-Fitting series and the least natural number k such that 
M^CG) = G is called the ^-Fitting length of G.
Let M^(G) = M^. It should be noted that although 
is characteristic in G for all e< £ , one may not
conclude that M ^ / M^  for each group G.
LEMMA 2.6. Let Of* be a normal (strong normal) 
formation and let £m^| oi €: denote the Qfr-Fitting
chain for the group G. If G possesses an ascending 
invariant chain o< £ , then Q  M^ for
each
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Proof. Proceed by transfinite induction. For 
oC= 0, the theorem follows trivially. Assume that the 
theorem is true for all *<*• jul,. If JUL, is a limit ordinal, 
then H„ = U H<< — = M/a. If M' isn't a limit ordinal,
then consider the factor group H*./H/a-/. By Zassenhaus'
lemma,
H*) .
But H^/Ha./(Mtt./rt H^) = . Thus
since Hy/H^-/ £ ^  and ^  is a formation, .
Therefore M ^ H ^  — Mpu and hence M ^ .
THEOREM 2.4. Let be a normal (strong normal) 
formation. A group 6 possesses an ascending invariant
V-system if and only if G possesses an ^-Fitting system.
Proof. Let *  6  Sf} be the ^-Fitting chain
for G. If G possesses an ascending invariant ^-system 
o£oc£ then by the previous lemma M* for
all f. in particular, G = . Therefore the
^-Fitting chain for G terminates with G and hence G
Possesses an ^-Fitting system.
Conversely, let G possess an ^-Fitting system
{meL\o£c<£'t’l. Let - {n | N ^  G and N e  & }  . By
hypothesis, %  (G) 4 E and hence n  is not empty. Let 
E = N0 ,Ni, ... .N*, ... ,N ^ , ^ e . A Q , be a well-ordering
of Form the normal subgroups
Hn = E , H/y = IT N* for all .
U *** oi^ JUU
After deletion of repetitions, is an ascending
invariant system for the jump E = Mg , = ^(G). Since
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Hq = E and M x = «to(G) =TTn^ = H^, , then {h, lo£« ±{>+l}
forms an ascending collection of normal subgroups between
E and M . If if is a limit ordinal, then H u = T TN./ =
U H j . If jS is not a limit ordinal, 0 then 
«<*V
But N^ _; /H^ -/ = and Njg.f €  !$ imply that
6  1>.
In a similar manner it can be shown that each jump
M^_j , of the ^-Fitting system for G
possesses an ascending invariant Jl^-system. The insertion
of the ascending invariant SP-systems in the ^-Fitting 




DEFINITION 2.6. Let 9  be a formation (strong 
formation) . A normal series G = Aq D  3  ... D A n = E  
in which A^j/a^ e. 9  for all i, l£i£n, is called 
a normal 9-series for G and n is called the 9 - length 
of the series. A similar definition can be made for in­
variant 9-series.
Applying the results of the previous sections to 
9-series one obtains:
THEOREM 2.5. Let 9  be a strong normal formation.
(a) G £  9  ^  and only if G has 9-derived 
length 1 .
(b) If G has a normal (invariant) 9-series of 
length n, then G has an 9-derived series of length less 
than or equal to n.
(c) G has a normal (invariant) 9-series if and 
only if G has an 9-derived series.
(d) If G has an invariant 9-series of length n,
then G has an 9-Fitting series of length less than or
equal to n.
(e) The 9-Fitting length of G is less than or 
equal to the 9-derived length of G.
(f) If G possesses a normal 9-series of 9-  
derived length n, then each epimorphic image and each 
normal subgroup of G has 9-derived length less than
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or equal to n.
(g) For a subgroup N, N <dG, if G/N has 9 - 
derived length j , then Fj S. N. If Fj E. N, then G/N 
has 9-derived length at most j .
(h) An extension G of a group N by a group M,
such that N has 9-derived length n and M has 9-
derived length m, has 9-derived length less than or equal 
to mn.
(i) If G has a normal 9-series, then each normal
subgroup N of G is included in a normal 9-series for G.
Proof. First consider (a), if G e 9  , then 
F^ = 9(G) = E and G has 9-derived length 1. If G 
has 9-derived length 1, then F^ = 9(G) = E. But 9  is 
a strong formation, thus G = G/9(G) e  9 .
For (b) apply Lemma 2.4. If G = Kg D  K1 3  Z>
Kn = E is a normal -series for G and is
the 9-derived chain for G, then F^ £  for all i, 
O ^i^n.  Thus since Kn = E, Fn = E and G has 9-derived 
length less than or equal to n.
Clearly (b) implies the existence of an 9-derived 
series for G whenever G possesses a normal (invariant) 
9-series. On the other hand, if G possesses an 9-derived 
series {F^ | 0 £ i £ n }  , then each F^ ^  G. Since 9  is a 
strong normal formation Fj_|/F^e, for all i, 0£i£n. 
Thus each 9-derived series for G is an invariant 9-series 
and hence a normal 9-series.
The proof of (d) requires the application of 
Lemma 2.6. Let E = Hg C  C  ... C  Hn = E be an invariant
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-series for G, o< £  3f} the 9-Fitting chain for G.
Therefore for all i, 0£i^n. But Hn = G and
hence Mn = G. Thus the 9-Fitting length of G is less 
than or equal to n.
In order to prove (e) just apply (d). Since the 
9-derived series of a group G is an invariant 9-series 
for G, the result follows.
Next consider (f) . Let | O i i £ m }  be a normal
9-series for G. By the method of proof used in Theorem 2.3 
it is easily seen that for each normal subgroup N of G, 
{HjN/N | and | O^i^mj- , after deletion of
repetitions, are normal 9-series for G/N and N, respec­
tively. In particular, the 9-derived series for G is a 
normal 9-series for G. Thus N and G/N have normal 
9-series of length less than or equal to the 9-derived 
length of G.
For (g) let N *£) G and suppose that G/N has 9- 
derived length j . Consider the inverse images of the 
members of the 9-derived series of G/N in G. These 
images form part of a descending normal 9-chain for G.
By Lemma 2.4, Fj ^  N. For the second part note that 
Fj £  Fj_| N £  ... £  FqN = G forms part of a descending 
normal 9-chain for G. This gives a normal ^-series 
for G/N and the proof is completed.
In order to prove (h) set up a normal 9-series 
for G using the inverse images of the members of the 
9-derived series for M in G and the members of the
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^-derived series for N. This series is a normal ^-series 
for G of length an. Then by part (b), the ^-derived 
length of G is less than or equal to mn.
Consider (i). If G has a normal ^-series, then
by part (f) both N and G/N possess normal ^-series.
The normal *F-series for N and the inverse images of the
terms of the normal -series for G/N form a normal V -  
series for G containing N.
THEOREM 2.6. Let V  be a strong normal formation.
If G has ^-derived length n, then for each epimorphism
f of G, f[Fj(G)] =Fj[f(G)], l S j £ n .
Proof. Let N = Ker(f). If N Si Fj, then by
Lemma 2.3, Fj(G/N) = Fj(G)/N , i.e., Fj[f(G)] = f[Fj(G)] .
If Fj £. N, then G/N has ^r-derived length ^  j . Thus 
Fj£f(G)] = Fj (G/N) = E. Suppose that neither of these con­
ditions occur. Proceed by mathematical induction. For 
n = l, the theorem reduces to Lemma 2.2. Assume that the 
theorem holds for j-1. Then Fj_, (G/N) = Fj_, N/N and 
Fj (G/N) = (G/N)] = ^f(Fj_,N/N) by the induction
hypothesis. Note that (Fj_f N/N)/(FjN/N) = F^N/FjN. But 
Fj_(N/FjN is an epimorphic image of Fj_|/Fj G. • Thus 
l)r(Fj_,N/N) c  FjN/N.
To show the opposite inclusion consider the chain 
G 2  F]_N 2 F 2N 2  ... 2  Fj_(N 2  V ( F j _ (N) 3  ... .
This is a normal -chain for G. By Lemma 2.4, Fj —  
t*(Fj_(N) and thus FjN £.*5f(Fj_|N)N. Therefore
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P.N/N£^(P. N)N/N = ^(F. N/N) = #[>. , (G/N)] =P.(G/N). 




For each strong formation let ^  denote the
class of all groups which possess an ^-derived series; 
equivalently a normal or invariant “^ -series. Let 
represent the class of all groups which possess an ^r- 
derived series of length less than or equal to n.
THEOREM 2.7. Let be a strong normal formation,
(a) & *  is a polyclass.
(fc>) is a normal formation.
Proof. If G €  , N a  g, then by Theorem 2.5(f),
N ^  , G/N €. Qr*. By Theorem 2.5(h), for each N ^  G,
N €. &  and G/N G. &  , imply that G G  &  thus completing
the proof of (a).
For (b) let G G  , N G. By Theorem 2.5(f),
•/h ^
Nfi J3 *n , G / N 6 ^ n . Suppose that H^*G, K - ^ G  and
G/H e  ^ n  , G / K £ l J *  . By Theorem 2.5(g), there exist
integers i, j, 0 —  i,j^sn, such that F^ £  H, F^ G  K. Let 
k = max£i,jj —  n. Thus HftK and hence G / H O K €  ^ r* .
COROLLARY 2.7.1. Let be a strong normal forma­
tion.
(a) If H ^ G ,  M J 6 and N 6  &  , M £  &  ,
then NM G
(b) Each group G with the ascending chain con­
dition for normal subgroups contains a unique characteristic
subgroup that is maximal in 6 with respect to being 
in Qr * and to containing each normal subgroup of 6 
Which is in
Proof. By the previous theorem KJf* is a poly­
class. Hence part (a) holds by Theorem 1.1.
Part (b) follows immediately from part (a).
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CHAPTER III 
FORMATIONS OF FINITE GROUPS
If only finite groups or groups satisfying the 
minimal condition for subgroups are considered, then the 
concepts of formation and strong formation are equivalent. 
Thus, by placing either of these restrictions on the class 
of groups under consideration, all theorems proven for 
strong formations and their corresponding ^-series can be 
restated for formations. Unless otherwise specified, all 
groups considered in the remainder of this thesis will be 
finite.
THEOREM 3.1. Let be a normal formation. For
each group G the following are equivalents
(a) G possesses an invariant ^-series.
(b) G possesses a principal ^-series.
(c) G possesses a composition ^-series.
(d) G possesses a normal ^-series.
(e) G possesses an 3f-derived series.
(f) G possesses an I^-Fitting series.
Proof.
G
Let G possess an invariant ^-series
= G 3 G. 3 G~ O  . . . ^  G = E.
0 l ^ n
Refine this series to a principal series for G. Consider 
any arbitrary link
Gi = Hi0D Hi, 3  Hu  D ... 3 Hiki = Gi+( 
of such a refinement. For all j, 0^ j^k^, —  G *
hypothesis, G V G^+| G. . Since ^  is a normal formation,
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then G . / H £  3 s, O & j ^ k . .  Therefore H /H. . ^
i ID 1 i (j — I) ID
G/H^j implies that e  Thus G possesses
a principal ^-series.
In a similar manner, the equivalence of (c) and
(d) can be shown.
By Theorem 2.2, the statements (a), (d) and (e) 
are equivalent. The statements (a) and (f) are equivalent 
by Theorem 2.4.
By Theorem 2.7, the class of groups possessing one 
of these equivalent types of series forms a polyclass. An 
obvious prototype of this arrangement is the class of 
abelian groups which gives rise to the polyclass of solv­
able groups. Another application of this theorem follows 
the next lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. The class of elementary groups, i.e., 
the class of groups &  having the property that G &  
if and only if 5(H) = E for each subgroup H of G, is 
a normal formation.
Proof. Let G be an elementary group and let H
be any subgroup of G. Since each subgroup of H is also
a subgroup of G, then H is an elementary group.
Let 0 be a homomorphism of the elementary group G 
and let H be a subgroup of G0. There exists a subgroup 
K of G such that K6 = H. Also, there is a subgroup A
of K such that <£(K0) = [f(Afje. But K is an elemen­
tary group, thus 5(A) = E and hence 5(K0) = [5(K)]© = E.
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Therefore 5(H) = 5(K0) = E. Hence G0 is an elementary 
group.
Let G/M and G/N be elementary groups. Without 
loss of generality, let M O N  = E. Denote the natural 
homomorphism from G to G/M by «<. If H is any sub­
group of G, then H has an image Hot in G/M. Since 
G/M is an elementary group, then 5(Hof) = E. But Kuo]- 
S  K h «) . Therefore = E and hence 5(H) £  M.
Similarly 5(H) £  N. Thus 5(H) £  M O N  = E for each sub­
group H of G.
An equivalent definition for the class of elementary 
groups is the class of groups £  having the property that 
G £  £, if and only if 5(p) = E f°r each Sylow subgroup
P of G. If 5(p) = E f°r each Sylow subgroup P of G,
then each of the Sylow subgroups is elementary abelian.
Thus by a result of Gaschutz £16]] , G splits over each of 
its normal subgroups. In particular, G splits over 5(G). 
But G splits over 5(Q ) an<^  only if 5(6) = E * A
similar argument shows that 5(H) = E for each subgroup H
of G.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let £  be the class of elementary 
groups. Since the class of elementary groups contains the 
cyclic groups of prime order, then each solvable group has 
an E-composition series. Consider the symmetric group on 
five symbols, S^. Denote the alternating group on five 
symbols by A5. Since A5 = 2^*3-5, then Ag is an
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elementary group if and only if its Sylow 2-subgroups are 
Klein four groups. Let K be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ag.
If K is cyclic, then A^ has a normal subgroup of index 
four. But A5 is a simple group. Hence K is a Klein 
four group and A^ €  . Thus the class of finite solvable
groups is properly contained in £.*.
The definitions of normal formations, Pitting for­
mations and polyclasses are all concerned with normal sub­
groups having the required properties. Actually, for finite 
groups, all the examples that have been considered have been 
subgroup inherited. The next question to be answered is 
whether or not there are well-defined classes of groups 
which are normal formations but not subgroup inherited. To 
give an example of one such class of groups, the following 
lemma due to B. Huppert Qm ] will be required.
LEMMA 3.2. If p is a fixed prime and #  is the 
set of finite groups with abelian Sylow p-subgroups that 
possess no nonidentity p-factor groups, then $  is a 
formation.
Proof. First show that Hr is closed with respect 
to epimorphic images. Let G have an abelian Sylow p-sub- 
group P and let N ^  G. Then PN/N = P/Pf"\N is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G. PN/N is abelian since P is abelian. 
Assume that G/N has a normal subgroup H/N such that 
(G/N)/ (H/N) is a nonidentity p-factor group. Since G/H = 
(G/N)/ (H/N), then G would also have a nonidentity p-factor
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group. Thus is closed with respect to epimorphic 
images.
Let G/N± €  i = 1,2, and N1A N 2 = E. If R 
is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then R' = R'f>N1f^N2 = E 
and consequently, R is abelian. Assume there exists a 
subgroup M of G such that G and |g/m| = p. If
£  M, i = 1,2, then G/N^ would have a normal subgroup 
M/N^ with the property that (G/N^)/(M/N^) = G/M. Since 
G/Ni 6 . a contradiction arises. Thus M and
G = MN^. Let L = (MONj) a (MON2) and G = G/L. If 
U is a subgroup of G, then designate UL/L by U. So
G = M 8 N-j^ = M « N 2 and I n J  = | G/M | = |g/m| = p. Since
each is prime cyclic, then
(N-l 8 N2)0 M £  Z(G)0 M £  Z(M) .
Since M is an epimorphic image of G/N^, then M pos­
sesses an abelian Sylow p-subgroup. Hence p f  I M'fi Z(M)I .
If pIlM'n Z(M)| , then M'nz(M) has an element of order p 
which is contained in an abelian Sylow p-subgroup "P of M. 
Hence M ' O z ( M ) O P  ^ E and a contradiction is reached.
Since |n-^  8 N2| = p2, if (N^ 8 N2 ) A M  = E, then G =
(Ni a N2) a M and IG/541 = |G/M| = P2 . This contradicts 
the choice of M. Thus (N^ a N2 )r\M is a nontrivial p- 
group. Therefore it follows that (N^ a N2 ) O m ^ m ' .  Since 
(Nx a N2) O M  £  Z(M) , if (Nx a N2)H M £  m' , then p|lz(M)nM'l
and a contradiction arises. But M has an abelian Sylow
p-subgroup and pflM'l . Thus p||M/ft'l . G* = M* a n{ = M* 
implies that g/g' - Vi/VL* a N^M/'m' = M/ST a N]_. Hence
p ||g /g 'I . Therefore
. g/g' = m/5T a nx = sp a (Sjl a s2 a ... a sk) a nx
where S a (Sn a S„ 8 ... 8 S, ) is a decomposition ofp 1 2 k
the abelian groups M/S' into a direct product of cyclic 
groups. Since p||M/ftl , then one of the factors, denoted 
by Sp> is a p-group. Denote S1 a S2 a ... 8 by K.
Hence G/N.LKG' = S . Thus G/N. has a normal subgroup
NjLKG'/^ such that (G/N^) / (N^LKG' /N^) = G/N-^LKG1 = Sp . 
This contradicts G/N^ ^  Qfr. Therefore G 6  and the 
result follows.
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let p = 3 and let ^  be the for­
mation of the previous lemma. The symmetric group on three 
symbols, , is a member of & .  S3 has a normal subgroup,
C3 , which fails to belong to ^Sr. Thus is not a normal
formation. Let D  = {g I for each N ^ - G ,  N €  JJS }. By
Lemma 1.1, %  is a normal formation. C.€ ®  implies that 
a  * {e} . a  is not subgroup inherited since A5 € 3} 
but C3 is not in 3).
Let & *  be the polyclass generated by a. Once 
again A5 €  Q *  but C3 ^  &*. Thus 3)* is not subgroup
inherited.
In the next chapter, a better known and much more 
widely studied example of a normal formation which is not 
subgroup inherited will be considered.
The next lemma by Durbin [13] will be used to find 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a group to be a
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member of the polyclass generated by a given normal for­
mation.
LEMMA 3.3. Let 91 be a class of groups possessing 
the property that factor groups and subnormal subgroups of 
members of ft are again in ft• Let G be a group having
the property that for each nonidentity element x &  G there 
exist subgroups K ^  H G, with K *3 G, such that x £  H \ K 
and H/K £ft. Then
(a) each epimorphic image of G also has the above 
mentioned property and
(b) each minimal normal subgroup of G is in f t .
Proof. For (a), assume that G has the required
property and that N is a normal subgroup of G. Let x 
be a nonidentity member of G/N; x denotes the image of x 
under the natural mapping from G onto G/N. By assumption, 
there exist subgroups K ^ H ^ g such that R<3G, x £ H \ K
and H/K €  ft- Application of the Theorem of Zassenhaus 
shows that HN/KN is an epimorphic image of H/K. Hence 
HN/KN eft,. Thus H/K = HN/KN implies that H/K &  f t .
Since x e. H, then x £  H = HN/N. If x K = KN/N, then 
H and K are the required subgroups of G/N. Assume that 
x £ K. Let Kq = K, H q = H, and proceed inductively to form
a chain of normal subgroups of G,
Hq 3  KQ 2  H 3  K 2  H2 D  K2 2  ... 
with the property that x £  H^ = H^N/N and H^/K^ £  ft for 
each i. Suppose x £  K. = K.N/N for some i; such is the
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case for i = 0. Then x = kn with k £  K^\ N, n £  N.
By hypothesis, there exist subgroups A ^ G ,  with
B ^  G, such that k £  A \ B and A/B £  51 • Let Hi+j =
A O K i' Ki+, = B n K i* Then Ki+, *  Hi+. ^  G ' Ki+, *  G
and k € H i+(/Ki+|. Since H.+|/K.+| «  BlArtK^/B 4  a /B,
then H . /k. c *tl. Thus for H . . . / K . w h i c h  is an
!+• l+l *rv i+* i+l
epimorphic image of H. /K..., H . , /lc. £ 51 • Hence
I t I 1 + 1  1+1 1+|
K^+| and are the required subgroups of G/N, un­
less x € ... Also, H 4 D K- 2  H. D  K. . Sincei+l ' i i  i+| i+,
this chain must terminate after a finite number of terms, 
say Hm = l^, then Km ( and Hjn_J will always be a pair
of subgroups that will satisfy the condition.
Consider (b). Let N be a minimal normal subgroup 
of G, x a nonidentity element of N. By hypothesis, 
there exist subgroups K ^  H 4  g , with K ^ G, such that
x £  H \ K  and H/K £  51- Since N is minimal normal in G,
then KflN = E and H O N  = N. Thus N = N/KO N = KN/K ^  
H/K. But H / K 6 JL and hence N €  41-
THEOREM 3.2. Let 9  be a normal formation. For
each group G the following are equivalent:
(a) G e qf.
(b) For each nonidentity element x £ G, there 
exist subgroups K ^  H ^  G, with K 4  G, such that x £  H \K 
and H/K € ?.
(c) For each epimorphic image H of G and for
each minimal normal subgroup N of H, N €.9.
Proof. If G £  , then G possesses an invariant
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*  -series that clearly satisfies condition (b). Thus (a) 
implies (b).
Assume that G satisfies condition (b). Let H 
be any epimorphic image of G. Since G satisfies (b), 
then H also does by the previous lemma. Thus, by the 
second part of this lemma, for each minimal normal sub­
group N of H , N C Therefore (b) implies (c) .
Let condition (c) hold. Let be a minimal nor­
mal subgroup of G. Since G is an epimorphic image of
itself, € 19 by hypothesis. If = G, then the re­
quired normal ^-series for G has been constructed. Thus 
G € If G , consider the epimorphic image G/KT^
of G. Let N2/Nj. be anY minimal normal subgroup of G/N^.
By hypothesis, N9/N €. . If N = G, then G €. If
 ^ 1 2
f1 G, then continue the above process. But G is a finite 
group, so Nn = G for some positive integer n. Therefore 
E = Nq C  C  ... C  Nn = G is a normal 3F“-series for G
ft
and G £  . Thus (a) follows and the proof is completed.
COROLLARY 3.2.1. Let ^  be a normal formation.
(a) If G €  and N is a minimal normal sub­
group of G, then N £
(b) If G €. &*, then Soc(G) 6 ^ .
(c) If G £  and 5(G) = E, then Pit(G) C  ^ .
Proof. Statement (a) is obvious from the previous
theorem.
Next, consider (b). According to Scott £31, p.168], 
the sockel of G, Soc(G), is the direct product of minimal
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normal subgroups of G. From (a), every minimal normal 
subgroup N of G belongs to 9 .  Since the direct
product of members of ^  is again a member of S&, then 
Soc(G) £  Qh.
As for (c) , Scott has proven [3, p. 169] that 
Soc(G) is the direct product of its abelian sockel and 
its non-abelian sockel. The abelian sockel is a direct 
product of abelian minimal normal subgroups of G. Thus 
the abelian sockel is a member of If 5(G) = E, then
Fit(G), the Fitting group of G, is the abelian sockel of
G £3, p. 170], Consequently, Fit(G) £
Letting *9 be the class of abelian groups in 
Theorem 3.2 one immediately deduces:
COROLLARY 3.2.2. For each group G the following 
are equivalent:
(a) G is solvable.
(b) For each nonidentity element x £  G there 
exist subgroups K &  H ^ G ,  with K <^G, such that x €
H \ K  and H/K is abelian.
(c) For each epimorphic image H of G and for
each minimal normal subgroup N of H, N is abelian.
Next, the relationship between the ^-Fitting 
length and the ^-derived length of a group G is con­
sidered .
Lemma 3.4. Let ♦  be a normal formation. If
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the group G has ^F-derived length n, then
(a) G has ^-Fitting length less than or equal
to n.
(b) Fn_i£  M^ for all i, i = 0 ,1 ,...,n.
Proof. Let G have ^-derived length n, i.e.,
G = F q 3  F^ 3  ... 3  Fn = E is the ^-derived series for G.
By Theorem 3.1, G possesses an flP-Fitting series E = M q  C
M-^  C ... C M-^  = G. The ^-derived series for G is an 
invariant ^-series. Moreover, F„ . *=, M- for all i,n-i i '
iin, by Lemma 2.4. In particular, G = FQ S  Mn . Thus 
G has flF-Fitting length less than or equal to n.
THEOREM 3.3. Let 9  be a Fitting formation. If 
the group G has ®*-derived length n, then
(a) G has ^-Fitting length n.
(b) Fn-i £  Mi for all i, i = 0 ,1 ,...,n.
Proof. Let G have JJF-Fitting length k. All
that remains to be proven is that n is less than or equal 
to k. Since 9  is a Fitting formation, each factor of 
the ^-Fitting series for G is in flF. Thus the flp- 
Fitting series for G is an invariant ^-series for G.
By Theorem 2.5(b), n£k, and the theorem is proven.
COROLLARY 3.3.1 [23, p. 279]. Let G be a solv­
able group. Define characteristic subgroups and R^
of G recursively as follows:
(1) Let K0 = E and = Fit(G/K±_ j).
(2) Let R0 = G and let R.^  be the smallest
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normal subgroup of Ri_| with nilpotent factor group.
If K C K - G and R O  R = E, then m = n and n-t n m-i m '
R . £  K1 n-i
Proof. Let be the class of nilpotent groups
in the preceeding theorem.
COROLLARY 3.3.2. For any solvable group G the 
Fitting length of G is less than or equal to the derived 
length of G.
Proof. Let represent the class of nilpotent
groups. If G has derived length n, then the derived 
series for G is an invariant ^?-series for G. Hence 
by Theorem 2.5(b), G has ^-derived length less than or 
equal to n. Therefore the Fitting length of G is less
than or equal to the derived length by the previous theorem.
One could have just as easily started with an Qb- 
Fitting series for G and shown that the corresponding 
^-derived series had equal length. This is stated without 
proof.
THEOREM 3.4. Let $  be a Fitting formation. If
the group G has ^-Fitting length r, then
(a) G has ^-derived length r.
(b) Ff £  Mr-i for a11 i/ i = °«1 »— *r *
Another generalization of a property of the class 
of nilpotent groups is given next.
THEOREM 3.5. Let ©  be a Fitting class. If A
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is subnormal in G and A e f c ,  then there exists a normal 
subgroup B of G such that b £ ®  and A £  B.
Proof. Let B be a maximal subnormal subgroup
of G such that B £  and A £  B. If B G, then the
proof is completed. Assume that B 4* G. Since B G, 
there exist subnormal subgroups B^ and B2 of G such 
that B C  B^ C  B2 , where B ^  B-^ , B-^  B2 but B ^  B2 .
Hence there exists a subgroup C of B^ which is conju­
gate to B but different from B. But is a Fitting
class. Thus BC ^  B^ and BC £  &. So BC ^  ^  G and 
A £  B c BC €. This is a contradiction to the choice
of B. Consequently, B ^ G  and the result follows.
COROLLARY 3.5.1.(Ito) If A is a nilpotent sub­
normal subgroup of a group G, then there exists a normal 
nilpotent subgroup B of G that contains A.
COROLLARY 3.5.2. Let be a Fitting class. If 
A is subnormal in G, then mv(A) £  inv(G ).
Proof. Since A ^  G and is characteristic
in A, then (A) -a G. By the previous lemma, there exists 
an N ^ G  such that N £  and *U1(A) £  N. But N£*ltl(G)
by definition. So
THEOREM 3.6. Let be a Fitting formation. Let
S be a subnormal subgroup of G with <jF-derived length n.
If {M*(G)io<ea3 is the iJf-Fitting chain for G, then
S £  Mn (G).
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, if S has J^-derived
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length n, then S has ^r-Fitting length n. Hence
E = M (S) C  M, (S) C .. . C M (S) = S 
u i n
is the ^-Fitting series for G. Proceed by induction on
the ^-derived length, equivalently the !3r-Fitting length,
of S. If n = 0, then the result trivially follows.
Assume that for each subnormal subgroup R of G of Z -
derived length n-1, R £  Mn_ f(G). Consider 3KS) . Since
S has J3r-derived length n, «>(S) has ^-derived length
n-1. Using the induction hypothesis, £  Mn  ^(G) .
Consider G/Mn t(G). S subnormal in G implies that
SMn_( (G)/Mn_t (G) ^ ^ G / M n_t(G). By Corollary 3.5.2,
>Wt(SMn_| (G)/Mn_,(G)) £  na(G/Mn_, (G)) = Mn (G) M n_, (G) .
By a basic isomorphism theorem,
sMn_, (G)/Mn_, (G) = S/snMn_ t(G) .
But Zi S) £  S and JJKS) S  Mn_, (G) . Thus JJ^ S) 9  S O M n_, (G) .
Hence S / S H M ^ ^ G )  £  Therefore SMn_ (G) /Mn_ j (G) £  ty.
So «^(SMn_ ( (G)/Mn J (G)) = SMn_t (G)/Mn_, (G) . Therefore
,(G) St M (G). This implies that S £  M_(G). n— i n n
The next theorem tells when a normal formation is
the same as the polyclass associated with it.
THEOREM 3.7. Let Z  be a normal formation.
if and only if ^  is a polyclass.
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, Z *  is a polyclass for
each normal formation Z. Thus if #  = Z * , then Z
is a polyclass.
Conversely, let & be a polyclass. If G e a r .
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then G has an ^-derived series and hence, by Theorem 3.3, 
an ^-Pitting series of the same length. Let n be the 
3-Fitting length of G and let
E = Mn C. M. C . . . C M_ = GU 1 n
be the 3-Fitting series for G, where 1 = *ni(G/M^ .
By definition, M^ = tfH(G) is the maximal normal subgroup
of G which is contained in Assume M^ # G. M2 is
defined so that M2/M;l = ^ IKg /Mj^) € , Since 3  is a 
polyclass, M^£ 3 s and € 3 s imply that €• & .
But M^ C . This contradicts the choice of M^. Thus 
|^1V(G) = M1 = G and G E  V .  Therefore 3 *  £  3 1 and 
since it is always valid that 3 s 2 3 s*, then it follows
that 3* = 3 s*.
LEMMA 3.5. Let 3 s and be normal formations.
(a) If 3 s = 2)*, then & =  3 s*. In particular,
( 3 V  = 3 s*.
(b) If 3 ^  2), then 3 * £  3)*.
(c) If 3 sS l > £ 3 s*, then 3** = »*.
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, 2)* is a polyclass. Thus
& =  jb* implies that 3^ is a polyclass. Hence 3 s = 3**
by the previous theorem.
For (b) , let {Ai | 0 £ i £ n }  be a normal 3-series
for G. Since for each factor A^ then
A. /A.€ 3 s implies that A. /A. 6 2). Thus /A.} is a
i-i l l-l 1 * i-*
normal 3-series for G. So 3**£2)*.
Consider (c). 3  £ 2b implies that 3 * £ ® * ,  
by part (b) . ©  £■ 3  implies that 2)* £  (3s*)* = 3*,
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by part (a). Thus 3$* = 3»*.
THEOREM 3.8. Given a normal formation any
polyclass containing ^  also contains Qfi*.
Proof. Assume there exists a polyclass ■© such 
that By the previous lemma, = &*.
But $  is a polyclass, thus 55 = 55*. Hence 5 5 =  &*.
EXAMPLE 3.3. If a  is the class of abelian groups, 
then CL* = jJ', where j/ is the class of solvable groups. 
Also, for the class of nilpotent and supersolvable groups, 
denoted by ii and jU, respectively, CL c '71 c 




DEFINITION 4.1. A nonempty class fC groups 
is called saturated if and only if for each group G, 
G/i(G)£^l implies that G e 41-
In this chapter, the question of whether or not 
each polyclass is saturated is considered. To begin this 
investigation, consider the polyclass generated by a sub­
group inherited formation.
THEOREM 4.1. If ^  is a subgroup inherited for­
mation, then is saturated.
Proof. Assume that G/5(G) 6  ^  and G £  .
Thus 5(G) £  ^  ; otherwise G &  by the extension
property of . Then 5(G) possesses a composition
series in which at least one of the composition factors
is not a member of But 5(G) is nilpotent and hence
solvable. Therefore 2(G) has a prime cyclic composition 
factor, Cp, which is not in Qr. But p||5(G)I implies 
p||G/£(G)| Thus G/5(G) has a composition factor, H/K, 
with the properties that p J | H / K l  and H/K € So H/K
has a subgroup of order p. But is subgroup inher­
ited. Thus C € 3 * .  This contradiction implies that 
P
G € Or* and o r  is saturated.
COROLLARY 4.1. If is a formation of nilpotent
groups, then &  is saturated.
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Proof. By a result of P. Neumann C30], every 
formation of nilpotent groups is subgroup inherited. The 
required result follows from the previous theorem.
Using a method of proof similar to that used in 
Theorem 4.1, the validity of the following theorem is 
easily established.
THEOREM 4.2. Let 9  be a normal formation, and 
let G be a solvable group. G &  9  if and only if 
G/£(G) £
THEOREM 4.3. Let ft be a polyclass. If C € fti
r
for all primes p, then 4& is saturated.
Proof. Let G/${G) £  4ft. Using the properties 
of p-groups and the extension property of -Oft , it is 
readily seen that every p-group is in (ft. Since 3>(G) 
is nilpotent, it is the direct product of its Sylow sub­
groups . But is a polyclass and hence closed with 
respect to direct products. Thus £(G) G % .  By the 
extension property of % , g/£(g)6 4B and &G) £ 4 B  
imply that G & 4 & .
Example 3.2 shows that there exist polyclasses 
which fail to contain all the cyclic groups of prime 
order. Thus this theorem does not answer the question of 
whether or not each polyclass is saturated.
Next, a method of constructing saturated forma­
tions is given. This method is due to Gaschutz [18].
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DEFINITION 4.2. For each prime p, let V(p) 
denote either a formation or the null set. Let ^  be 
the class of groups G which satisfy the following con­
ditions :
(1) If 3 K p ) = /ZS , then p^l GI.
(2) Each p-principal factor H/K is ^-central 
in G, i.e. , JJg (H/K) = G/(*,(H/k) G  Qr(p) , if 3?(p) A 0.
&  is said to be locally defined by
For each principal series E = GQ C  G^ C  ... C
G = G of G, let d". (G) denote the intersection ofs p\p'
the centralizers of all the p-principal factors of G.
LEMMA 4.1. If is locally defined by {^(p)},
then the following are equivalent:
(a) G G  .
(b) For 3r(p) == 0, pflGl and G/O^, p (G) €. 3P(p) 
for 3r(p) 5* 0.
Proof. If and Qf(P) / fb, then for each
p-principal factor H/K of G, G/(*,(H/K) €. 3?(p) . Since 
3^P) is a formation, G/fK* (H/K) = G/&, (G) G  &{p).v3 r i P
Conversely, let G/Cf \ (G) 6  3^(p). Since
P , P :•
G/<* (H/K) is an epimorphic image of G/Cf, (G) , then
G P, P
G/(J (H/K) €  &{p) .
G
LEMMA 4.2. If is a nonempty class of groups
that is locally defined by {^(p)} , then 9  is a sat­
urated formation.
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Proof. Clearly, epimorphic images of members of
y  are in Assume that G/M €. and g/N 6.
Without loss of generality, let M A N  = E. The principal 
factors of G are the principal factors of G in G/M 
and M. Moreover, M is isomorphic to the normal sub­
group MN/N of G/N and the result follows.
Assume that G/$(G) 6  ^ . Then pflG/JfG)! for
3KP> = 0  and G t (G/S(G)) (p) for 3*p) / 0.
P # P
Note that p implies that p||G/^(G)l. Thus p1] |Gl
for ^(p) = $  Since Ol,n (G/$(G)) = < £ , n ( G)/$(G), then
P / P P t P
G/0T (G) ~G/$(G)/(y. (G/£(G)) £  ^(p).
p’,p P,P
Gaschiitz and Lubeseder [19] have shown that the 
converse of Lemma 4.2 is also valid for finite solvable 
groups. This result is stated without proof.
THEOREM 4.4. Every saturated formation of solvable 
groups can be locally defined.
The next example, due to T. Hawkes [22] , answers 
the following question: Is every saturated formation
subgroup inherited?
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let be the formation locally 
defined by where #( 2 ) = the smallest formation
containing S3, ^(3) = the smallest formation containing
S^, and 3^(p) = {e ] for all other primes p. Hawkes has 
shown that the smallest formation containing is the
class of groups satisfying:
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(1) G has a normal subgroup K which, if non­
trivial , is the direct product of minimal normal subgroups 
of G of order 4.
(2) g /K has a normal subgroup H/K such that 
G/H is an elementary abelian 2-group and such that H/K
is the direct product of eccentric minimal normal subgroups
of G/K of order 3.
Let L = Cg"'- be the wreath product of a cyclic
group of order 3 by using its natural representation
of degree A. Let B = <x^> a <x2> a <x2> 8 (x ) be the
base group and let D be the Sylow 2-subgroup of
containing the permutation (1324). Write Z =<x.x 0x_x > ,
J- * 3 A
the normal subgroup of L generated by the element 
x x , x x .  of B, and put G = L/Z. Then every principal
factor of G is ^-central and so G £  Of. Consider the
subgroup W = DB/Z of G. W has a minimal normal sub­
group N of order 9. J?TT(N) = W/£? (N) = D , the dihedralW W o
group of order 8 . Since D 3), then W^jJ3*.
3
LEMMA 4.3 . Let be locally defined by
If each of the formations 3»(p) is a normal
formation, then is a normal formation.
Proof. Let G €  3*. Then G/Qr. (G) e  ^(p) for
P',P
each prime p for which 3r(p) / 0. Let N be a normal
subgroup of G. N/0', (G)fl N = N(T, (G) /(T, (G) ^  G/ff, (G) .
P/P P/P P/P P/P
Thus N /O', ( G ) A N e ^ ( p ) .  But & ,  ( G ) n N S O ' ,  (N) .
P/P P/P P/P
Therefore N/01, (N) €  -^(p) and N £
P / P
THEOREM 4.5. Let ^  be a locally defined normal
formation. Then &  is saturated.
Proof. Let locally define fr. Assume
that G/S(G) € Qf.* but G Q ? . Thus J[(G) ^  <3F**. By
an argument similar to that given in Theorem 4.1, there 
exists a prime q such that and q
Since is locally defined, implies that *<q>
is the null set. Also, q ||g/3>(g)| . Consider a principal 
series for G/^(G) . Since G/f(G) £  «8s*, G/J[(G) has a 
principal factor H/K such that qjlH/Kl and H/K €L 53?. 
This is a contradiction since, by definition of , no 
group containing q as a factor can be a member of 
Thus V  is saturated.
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let 2D be the formation defined in 
Lemma 3.2 for p = 2. Let <8f» = •£ G J for each N 6 ,
N €  &  }. By Lemma 1.1, is a normal formation. Let 
be the polyclass associated with 9^. Consider the
special linear group SL(2,5). Denote the center of
SL(2,5) by ZQ. SL(2,5)/ZQ = PSL(2,5) = A5 . By £23, 
Theorem 6.10, p. 18l], SL(2,5) is its own commutator 
subgroup. Since for any group G, Z (G) O  G ' £  3£(G) £.17, 
Theorem 4], then ZQ £  J(SL(2,5)). For any homomorphism 
© of a group G, (j£(G)3 © £  J(G)6 £l7 , Theorem 33. Thus 
J(SL(2,5))£ Z q and hence £(SL(2,5)) = Zg. Therefore 





In this chapter examples are considered which 
illustrate the material in the preceeding sections and 
clarify the relationships between the classes of groups 
previously examined.
Solvable K-groups
An example of a widely studied class of groups 
that is a normal formation but is not subgroup inherited 
is presented in this section.
DEFINITION 5.1. A solvable group having the 
property that each normal subgroup has a complement in 
the group is called a solvable K-group.
An equivalent definition, given by G. Zacher C34] 
who initiated the investigation of solvable K-groups, is 
stated without proof.
THEOREM 5.1. A solvable group G is a K-group if
and only if G has a series E = Nq C  Nj_ C  ... C  Nn = G
such that Ni+j/N^ is a maximal nilpotent normal subgroup 
of G/Nj[ and the Frattini subgroup of G/N^, ^(G/Nf) , is
the identity for i = 0 ,1 , ... ,n-l.
LEMMA 5.1. Each homomorphic image of a solvable 
K-group is a solvable K-group.
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Proof. Let H/N be a normal subgroup of G/N.
Since G is a solvable K-group, then H has a complement 
L in G. Thus LN/N is the required complement of H/N 
in g A h and hence G/N is a solvable K-group.
Using the above results, Bechtell has given a 
simplified proof of the following result due to Gross [20].
LEMMA 5.2. Each normal subgroup of a solvable K- 
group is a solvable K-group.
Proof. Let G be a solvable K-group. For each 
normal subgroup N of G, N is a solvable group. Hence 
N possesses a series E = Nq C  N^ C  ... C  Nn = N where 
each Ni+|/Ni, O ^ i ^ n ,  is a maximal nilpotent subgroup 
of N/N^. Since the Frattini subgroup of each normal sub­
group is contained in the Frattini subgroup of the group, 
® N i+, /Ni) £  §J(N/Nj.) £  S(G/Ni). Lemma 5.1 implies that 
G/Ni is a solvable K-group. Thus G/Ni splits over every 
normal subgroup. In particular, G/Ni splits over J(G/Ni) . 
So ^(G/Nj') — E and hence £<Ni+ ,/N^) = E. Therefore N 
has a series satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.1 and 
N is a solvable K-group.
That the property of being a solvable K-group is 
not a subgroup inherited property is seen by considering 
the symmetric group on four symbols, S4 . This group is 
a solvable K-group that contains the dihedral group of 
order 8 as a subgroup. The center of this dihedral 
group is a cyclic group of order 2 ; it is contained in 
each of the subgroups of order 4. Thus the dihedral
5?
group of order 8 fails to split over its center and 
hence is not a solvable K-group.
To show that the class of solvable K-groups is 
indeed a normal formation the following lemma is required. 
The proof is by M. Kotzen [>5] .
LEMMA 5.3. A group G is a solvable K-group if 
and only if G is a subdirect product of a finite col­
lection of solvable K-groups, each of which possesses a 
unique minimal normal subgroup.
Proof. Proceed by induction on the order of G.
n
Suppose that G is a subdirect product of 8 where
i=l
each H^ is a solvable K-group possessing a unique mini­
mal normal subgroup. Furthermore, suppose that the pro­
jections exist, GTti = H^, with kernels A^ such
n
that H a . = E. Since each H. is a solvable K-group, 
i=1then $(H^) = E for all i. By a result of Gaschvitz £l7j,
§ ( 6 ) 1 1 ^  §(1^) = E. Also, J ( N ) C  §(g) = E for each 
normal subgroup N of G. In particular, §(Fit(G)) = E 
and hence Fit(G) is elementary abelian. Thus by 
Theorem 7^ ], there exists a subgroup C of G such that 
G = Fit(G)C and Fit(G)f\C = E. Since each is a
solvable K-group, then I(H i) = E. Hence Fit(G) is equal
to the abelian sockel of H^, i.e. Fit(G) is a product
of some abelian minimal normal subgroups of G. But by 
hypothesis, each has a unique minimal normal subgroup.
Therefore Fit(H^) is the unique minimal normal subgroup 
of for each i.
Clearly H = (Fit(G)Tl.) (Ctf.) • If 
pit(G)Ttin crti = e ,
then CTt. - H./Fit(G)Tf. implies that cTf is a solv- i 1 1 i
able K-group, by Lemma 5.1. Suppose that
Fit(G)Tf . OcTt = B. 4 E.
l i l
Then £. Pit(H.) and B^ 4 E implies that B^ = Fit(KL) .
But B. £  C Tf.. Therefore 
l i
Pit(G)TTi £  Fit(Hi) = B i £ c T T i
and hence C Tf = H . Since for each i, iL i£n, CTf.
1 1  i
is a solvable K-group, it follows that each C Tf is a
i
subdirect product of solvable K-groups having precisely 
one minimal normal subgroup. By combining the for
which C Tf± = with the direct factors in the sub­
direct products involved with those Ctf^ for which 
c TT 4 , using composition of mappings where necessary,
a direct product can be formed for which C is a sub­
direct product of solvable K-groups containing precisely 
one minimal normal subgroup. Inductively, C is a solv­
able K-group. This implies that G = [pit(G)3 C has a
series of subgroups E = N C  N C . . . C N  = G  such
0 1 r
that i® a maximal normal nilpotent subgroup of
G/N. and $(G/N ) = E. By Theorem 5.1, this is suffi-
l l
cient for G to be a K-group. Since G is evidently 
solvable, then G is a solvable K-group.
THEOREM 5.2. The class of solvable K-groups is a 
normal formation.
Proof. Let G/N and G/M be solvable K-groups.
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Consider G/MON. It may be assumed, without loss of gen­
erality, that M O N  = E. Thus G is a subdirect product 
of G/M 6 G/N. By Lemma 5.3, G/M is a subdirect product
of $ Hj where each H. is a solvable K-group possessing 
i=l 1
precisely one minimal normal subgroup. Similarly G/N is
n
a subdirect product of & K j where each is a solvable
i=l
K-group possessing precisely one minimal subgroup. Consider 
the direct product D of these associated direct products.
G is a subdirect product of D and hence G is a solv­
able K-group.
That the class of solvable K-groups has none of the 
other properties that have been previously discussed is seen 
in the following example.
4 2 3
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let G = <a,b|a = b = e, b" 1 ab = a ) ,
i.e. G is the dihedral group of order 8 . The center of
G, <3^ , is contained in each subgroup of order 4. Hence
G is not a solvable K-group. Let
H = <a2> 8 <b>, K = <ab> , M = <a2> a <ab> .
Then H, K and M are each solvable K-groups. Since
G = [H]K and G isn't a solvable K-group, the class of
solvable K-groups fails to have the extension property.
Also, G = MH where M and H are both normal subgroups
of G. Thus the class of solvable K-groups fails to be a
Fitting formation. G/5(G) = G/<a2> and hence G/J(G) is
a solvable K-group. Therefore the class of solvable K-
groups is not a saturated formation.
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The remainder of this section will be devoted to 
a proof by H. Bechtell which generalizes a result of 
C. Christensen [11] concerning the complements of the next 
to last term in the derived series of a solvable K-group.
LEMMA 5.4. Let tf be a normal formation. If a 
solvable group G having tf-derived length n+1 splits 
over Fn and Fr is a minimal normal subgroup of G, then 
the complements of Fr are conjugate in G.
Proof. Suppose that G = [f J  A = lfn3B. Form
N = H A 9 , for all elements g €■ G. If N ^  B, then G =
NB. Since B has tf -derived length n by Lemma 2.3, then
G/N = B/NnB has tf-derived length £ n  by Theorem 2.5(f). 
By Theorem 2.5(g), Fn £. N. But N £  A and a contradiction 
arises. So N £  B. As is known, G/N is isomorphic to a 
primative permutation group (on the conjugate class of A). 
Moreover, G/N = [FnN/N](A/N) = [FnN/N] (B/N) . Since FnN/N 
is a minimal normal subgroup of G/N, then A/N and B/N 
are conjugate in G/N [Theorem 3.2(f), p. 159, [23l3 •
Hence A and B are conjugate in G.
THEOREM 5.3. Let tf be a normal formation. If 
a solvable K-group G has tf-derived length n+1 and 
Fn is abelian, then the complements of Fn are conju­
gate in G.
Proof. As is known, Fn is a direct product of
a collection of minimal normal subgroups of G. Suppose 
k
that F = a N^ where each N-; is a minimal normal
n j=l 3 3
subgroup of G. Proceed by induction on the number of
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subgroups in the direct product. For k = 1, the state­
ment reduces to Lemma 5.4. Let k ^ 2  and consider G/N^.
By Lemma 2.3, Pn (G/N^) = Fn/N^. Let A and B be two 
complements of F^ in G, i.e. G = £f J a  = [f J b .
follows that G/N. = (F /N.)(N,B/N_) and also thatl n l 1 1
F 0  N B = N. (F OB) = N.. . Hence G/N. = [f /N.l (N. B/N,) .
n l  I n  1 i * - n i J - L l
Similarly G/N1 = Q ^ / n J  (N^A/N.^ . Since G = Cp nl A ' then
G = |[n J  ((^2 ® *•* ® Nk>A) ' Then bY Lemma 5.1, H =
(N2 8 ... a Nk)A is a K-group having Fn (H) = N2 a ... 8 N^.
Each Nj , for j — 2, is a minimal normal in H. Therefore
F (G/N.) = N, ( N.)/N, is a direct product of minimal
n' 1' 1 'j=2 3 1
normal subgroups of G/N^. Inductively there exists a
g €  G such that (N B)g = N Bg = N A. By Theorem 2.5,
i X
Fn(N1A) £  N . If Fn (N^A) C  properly, then for L =
F (N A) , F (G) £  N9 8 ... 8 Nv 8 L F . Hence F (N A) = n i n « n n 1
N.. But by Lemma 5.1, G/8 N. is a K-group. Thus N A 
1 j =2 j 1
is a K-group. Moreover, is a minimal normal subgroup
of NjA. By Lemma 5.4, there exists an h €  N^A such that
A = (Bg)** = Bg*\ so A and B are conjugate in G.
COROLLARY 5.3. [ill Let G be a solvable K-group 
of solvability length n. Then all the complements of 
Q(n-1) are conjugate in G.
Proof. Let $  be the class of abelian groups in 
Theorem 5.3.
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Hall ) - subgroups and (fr/Tf)-separable groups
Let ff denote a set of prime numbers and let TT* 
be the complement of Tf in the set of all primes. When 
not specifically designated, will denote a class of 
finite groups.
DEFINITION 5.2. A subgroup H of G is called 
a Hall (ff.ff) -subgroup of G if and only if H is a Hall 
tt-subgroup, i.e., |Hl6 Tf and (G:H) G. Tf*, and H e  JJJP.
DEFINITION 5.3. A group G is called i n ­
separable if and only if G has a principal series with 
the index of each principal factor either in Tt or Tt* 
and each principal factor with index in Tf is a member 
of .
If is the polyclass of all finite groups, then 
the Hall (3r,TT)-subgroups are just Hall Tf-subgroups and 
the (^.Tf)-separable groups are the Tf-separable groups as 
defined in [23]. If is the class of solvable groups, 
then the class of <?,TT) -separable groups becomes the class 
of TT-solvable groups. These are but two examples of well 
known classes of groups that are special cases of the 
classes of groups that will be examined in this section. 
Thus, in considering the (3r,Tf)-separable groups and Hall 
(3f,Tf) - subgroups, the properties of many important classes 
of groups are being studied simultaneously.
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LEMMA 5.5. Let . be a normal formation. Each 
normal subgroup and each epimorphic image of an (J3f,Tf)-
separable group is (3*,Tf)-separable.
Proof. Let N *9 G and let
G = Gq 13 G^ 35 ... D  Gg = E 
be a principal series for G. Consider the normal sub­
groups N^ = G^O N of N. For each i,
N./N. = NOG./NOG. = G  (NOG,)/G. ^  G ./G .l l+l l l+l i+j l i+t —  i i+|
Since N j/N. G./G. . and each ff-principal factori l+l l i+I
G ./G. g: i each corresponding Tf-factor N./N. L e  tf.
x i+1 ^  x i*f |
•{N^  I 0^i^.s^ might not form a principal series for N.
Consider a refinement of {n  I to a principal series for
i*
N. For any Tf-factor N./N. let
i i+I
N. = N ,^  O N .  O . ..ON. = N.
l 10 il ip i+|
be an arbitrary link in such a refinement. Then N./N =
i i+I
N. /N.„e$F. For all j, O i  j^p, N../N, £ N  /N. and 
10 iP i] ip io !P
hence ^  ^ /N^p Q. . But for every j, Nij/Ni(j + j) is an
epimorphic image of N£-/Nip * Thus Nij^Ni(j + |)^ &  ' Now
consider any Tf-factor N /n . By a similar argument, any
K k * I
refinement of this link to a principal series consists of 
factors which are Tf ^ groups. Thus N is (^/TY)-separable. 
Consider the principal series 
G = Gq 3  Gx 3  . . . 3  Gg = N O  Gg+| Z> . . . 3  Gfc = E
for G that passes through N. Then the section of the
series between G and N gives rise to a principal series
for G/N in the obvious way. Each factor (G./N)/(G. /N)
1 X+ I
of this principal series for G/N is isomorphic to the
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factor group G./g . Thus the factors in this principal 
1 i+I
series for G/N are either Tt-groups or Tf'-groups and the 
Tt- factors are tf .
LEMMA 5.6. Let tf be a Fitting formation. Let 
M be the subgroup generated by any finite collection 
A1 'A2 ' * ' ' ' of subnormal subgroups of G . If A^ £  tf , 
i = 1,2,..., n , then M £  tf .
Proof. Consider the case when n = 2. By Corol­
lary 3.5.2, A S - ^ A )  C  <tf£(G) and B Q . (B) Q.'77l(G) . Thus 
since (A,b).£ 4. *771, (G) and tf is a Fitting formation,
(A,Bi) 6  tf. The theorem follows by simple induction.
THEOREM 5.4. Let tf be a Fitting formation. The
class of (tf,Tf)-separable groups is a polyclass.
Proof. As a result of Lemma 5.5, all that remains
to be shown is that the class of (tf,TY)-separable groups
satisfies the extension property. Let N ^  G and let
N and G/N be (tf,TY)-separable groups. Let
G = G. O G, O  . . . D  G. = N = N D N  3  ... 3  N = E
0 1 k 0 1 n
be a principal series for G containing N. Since G/N
is (tf,Tf)-separable, each factor Gj/Gi+ | is either a
Tl-group or a Tf-group and the Tf-factors are in tf . Con­
sider the factor groups N./N. . N„ , is minimal normal
3 j j + 1 n-1
in G. Let K be a minimal normal subgroup of N con­
tained in Nn j, i.e., E C K £  Nn-|* Since N is (^In­
separable , K is either a 11-group or a H'-group. If K 
is a Tl-group, then K € tf. Consider M = ^K9 I g £ g) .
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Then E C  M £  N . But M is normal in G. Therefore 
n- |
Nn_( minimal normal in G implies that M = Nn ( . Since 
K G, M is either a Tf-group or a 1t-group. If M is
a Tf-group, then M =  ^ ^ . Similarly it can be shown
that each factor Nj/Nj+  ^ is either a Tf-group or a Tf- 
group and that each Tf-factor is a member of &  • Thus the 
class of (S/fY)-separable groups is a polyclass.
The following notation, which is adapted from the 
notation used by P. Hall in {2l\ , will be used in the re­
mainder of this section. Let and he the propo­
sitions about a group G for which
E^ : G has at least one Hall (3vrl)-subgroup and
cifl : G satisfies E^ and any two Hall (#,Tf)-
subgroups are conjugate in G.
LEMMA 5.7. Let ^  be a normal formation. If 
N G and K is a Hall (?,Tf)-subgroup of G, then KN/N 
and K A N  are Hall (Qr,T()-subgroups of G/N and N, re­
spectively.
Proof. The fact that KN/N is a Hall Tf-subgroup
of G is well known. Also, KN/N = K/KAN. Since &  is 
a normal formation, K / K O  N €  ^  and hence KN/N £  &  .
It is also known that K A N  is a Hall Tf-subgroup
of N. But N A K ^ K € t 3 f .  Thus NftK6 ?f.
THEOREM 5.5. Let $  be a polyclass. Each (9,if)- 
separable group is a member of the class •
Proof. Proceed by induction on the order of G.
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. If N = G, 
then either |G| €  Tf or |G|eTf'. If |G| €  Tf , then 
G is its own Hall (3?,rf)-subgroup. If |G| €  Tt*, then 
E is the required Hall -subgroup of G. Assume
that N C  g. By the induction hypothesis, there exists 
a Hall (3V1T)-subgroup H/N of G/N. Prom the definition 
of Hall (3F,fT)-subgroups, it is known that (H:N) £  T f  ,
H/N €  and (G/N:H/N) £  Tf1. If In IGTT, then
|h| e  r f . Also, N £ and H/N £ &  imply that H £  &  • 
Thus H is the required Hall (Xtr)-subgroup of G. If 
|Nl€Tf*« then ((H:N),|N|) =1. Hence by the Theorem of 
Zassenhaus, H = [n]b for some subgroup B of H. Note
that B = H/N € &  , |B| = (H:N) £ Tf and
(G:B) = (G:H)(H:B) = (G :H) INI £  Tf'.
Therefore B is a Hall (3P,Tf)-subgroup of G.
For the conjugacy proof let L and M be Hall
(^/Tf)-subgroups of G. By Lemma 5.7, LN/N and MN/N
are Hall C3r,Tf)-subgroups of G/N. By the induction
hypothesis, there exists a g £ G such that (LN)g = MN.
Hence L9 C  HN. If INI6 TT , then IMNI = |MI|Nl/|MONl 
is an element of Tf . But M is a Hall (^,Tf)-subgroup 
of G; thus a maximal Tf-subgroup of G. Therefore 
M = MN. Then Lg £  M and lLg l = ImI imply that Lg = M.
If |N| £ T f 1, then MN/N = M/MTVN implies that (MN:N)
is in T f . Thus ((MN:N),lNl) =1. By the result of Feit- 
Thompson, either MN/N or N is solvable. Application of 
the Theorem of Zassenhaus shows that any complements of N
in MN are conjugate. Hence there exists an r £ H N  
such that M = Lgr. Thus M and L are conjugate in G.
Letting be the polyclass of finite groups, 
one obtains the following well-known theorem of P. Hall.
COROLLARY 5.5.1. If G is a IT-separable group,
then G possesses Hall Tf-subgroups and all the Hall TT- 
subgroups are conjugate in G.
COROLLARY 5.5.2. Let 9  be a polyclass. If 
C €  Qfr for each p 6  T1 , then C?, contains the class
IT
of solvable groups.
Proof. Each solvable group G has a principal 
series with elementary abelian factors. Since is closed
with respect to direct products, G is -separable and
hence a member of C^ by the previous theorem.
From Lemma 5.7 it is evident that for all N ^  G,
Or &  , 3sG £  E^ , implies that N £  E^ and G/N £ . This raises
the question: Under what conditions will Ew be a poly­
class? This investigation uses the method of proof devel­
oped by W. Brauer [8] .
LEMMA 5.8. Let $  be a polyclass. If N is a 
normal (flsTf)-subgroup of G, then G £ E^ if and only if
G/N £ E* .
•x
Proof. Assume that G £ E^ . By Lemma 5.7, G £ E 
implies that G/N £  E^ .
Conversely, let G/N £ E .^ . Thus G/N has a Hall
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(3yT()-subgroup U/N. N £. 3* and U/N €  ^  imply that 
UC'Jr . Also, |Ut = (U:N)lN|£Tt and (GsU) = (G/N:U/N) .
Hence (GsU) S  ft*. Therefore U is the required Hall
(3-Tf) -subgroup of G.
THEOREM 5.6. Let N be a normal subgroup of G
and let N £ . Then G €. E ^  if and only if G/N €. E<ff .
Proof. Let G be a group of minimal order having
&  ,-normal subgroup N and E^ -factor group G/N, but
G E^ . . Since N £ , N possesses a Hall tfr.Tt)-sub­
group K. If (G:N) €. Ttf', then the Hall (3Vlf)-subgroups 
of N are precisely the Hall (3f,it)-subgroups of G and 
the theorem is proven. Consider the case where (G:N) 
is divisible by prime numbers from Tf.
First, let K — E . Each Hall (#,1t)-subgroup of
G/N is of the form U/N for some subgroup U of G 
containing N. Since K = E, N is a normal Hall 1t*-sub- 
group of U. Thus, by the Theorem of Zassenhaus, U splits
over N, i.e. there exists a subgroup M of U such that
U = [n]m. Therefore M = U/N £  &  , I Ml £ Tf and 
(G:M) = (G:U)(U:M) = (G:U)|Nl€ Tl'.
Hence M is a Hall (3vrf)-subgroup of G and G 6  E^ .
Next, suppose that K ft E and K —  G. By defini­
tion, K is a Hall (3*,ff)-subgroup of N. Hence (NiKiC'tl*.
Thus N/K € C* . But G/N = (g/K)/(N/K) G  EJ . By the
3*induction hypothesis, G/K e  e J  . According to Lemma 5.8,
G € E^jJ since K is an (Or,if)-subgroup of G.
Consider the remaining case, i.e. when L = ^ Q (K)
and '/^(K) ^ G. For each g €  G, N normal in G implies 
that is a Hall (3 ,1Y)-subgroup of G which is contained
in N. Thus there exists an n € N such that K^n = K.
Then gn C L and hence g £  LN. Therefore G = LN and 
G/N = LN/N s? L/Lf\N €  E ^  . Since N G cij , L O U G E ®  by 
Lemma 5.8. But L O N  contains K as a normal Hall 
subgroup. Thus L O N  € . By the induction hypothesis,
L €  . Since k £  L O N  and (NsK) €  Tt', then (N: LON)
is in Ttf*. Therefore (GsL) = (N:LHN) €  1t' implies that 
each Hall (3,TO-subgroup of L is also a Hall (3,1V) -sub­
group of G .
COROLLARY 5.6. If 9  is a polyclass and is
the class of solvable groups, then E i s  a polyclass.
Proof. Let 3$ = E^O>^ and let G £  •© . The 
properties of solvable groups and Lemma 5.8 imply that for 
each normal subgroup N of G, N G S  and G/N £  JJ .
Let M €  -& , G/M €  3J- Since M is solvable, 
all the Hall Tf-subgroups of M are conjugate and hence 
M €  . By the previous theorem, M €  and G/M £  E^
imply that G € E v . Since the extension of a solvable 




As demonstrated in the previous section, the class 
of groups possessing a Hall -subgroup is generally
neither a polyclass nor a normal formation. In this sec­
tion, the properties of those groups in which the Hall 
(tf,TT)-subgroups are normal subgroups are considered.
DEFINITION 5.4. A group G is said to be (Or.'Tf)- 
closed if and only if it has a normal Hall (3,tf)-subgroup.
THEOREM 5.7. Let $  be a normal formation. The 
class of (3,Tr) -closed groups is a normal formation.
Proof. By Lemma 5.7, if G has a normal Hall 
(#, ft)-subgroup, then for each N G, N and G/N have
normal Hall (3Sif)-subgroups. By an argument similar to 
that given in Lemma 5.7, if a group H possesses a nor­
mal Hall TT-subgroup, then each subgroup of H possesses 
a normal Hall Tf-subgroup. If H = A a B and A, B con­
tain normal Hall TT-subgroups A', B', respectively, then 
H contains a normal Hall 11-subgroup A' a B'. Let G/M, 
G/N possess normal Hall 03\ir)-subgroups. Without loss of 
generality, assume that M O N  = E. G = G /MON is isomor­
phic to a subgroup of G/M a G/N. Hence G possesses a 
normal Hall TT-subgroup K. All that remains to be proven 
is that K £  Since K is a normal Hall 1T-subgroup
of G, it is the only Hall TT-subgroup of G. Thus MK/M, 
NK/N are the unique normal Hall Tt-subgroups of G/M, G/N,
respectively. Therefore MK/M e  , NK/N € ^  and MK/M =
K/MOK, NK/N = K/NfMC imply that K/MOK, K /NOK € #  - 
But J  is a normal formation. Hence K/£(Mfl K)f> (NflK)]J 
K £ ^ .
The following theorem is a stronger version of
Theorem 5.4; it shows that for any normal formation ,
the class of (#,rr)-separable groups is a polyclass.
THEOREM 5.8. Let ^  be a normal formation and 
let ©  be the class of (^r/iT)-closed groups. Then % *  
is the class of 03>,1t)-separable groups.
Proof. Let G be (3p,1T)-separable. Thus G has 
a principal series where each principal factor is either a
tt-group or a Tf'-group and the TT-groups are members of
Since E G  each of the principal factors are 
closed and therefore in Hence the class of (Or, 1T)-
separable groups is contained in ©  .
Conversely, let G G © * .  By Theorem 3.1, G 
possesses an invariant ©-series.
G = Hq D  Hx D  H2 D  . . . D  Hn = E 
such that the factors are C5f,Tt)-closed. Since 
is (*,«) -closed, it possesses a characteristic Hall (3£/rr)- 
subgroup A^/H^+( . Thus —  G. A^ has the property 
that H • /A- is a If'-group and A •/H is a -group.
X x   ^ ItI
Insert the A^ in the ©-series to get the series
G = H„ 2 2 H2 2 Ai £ ... 2 V |  2 *n-i 2 Hn = E-
Consider the refinement of the above series to a principal
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series for G. Consider an arbitrary link H. = H, 2  h .,
2 i iO il
2  • * * 2  H in± = Ai = AiO 2  Aii 2  • • —  Aimi = Hi+, of this
refinement. Since H./A. is a TT'-group, then H./H.. is
1 1  3 i lj
a Tf-group for each j, o£ j £ n . .  But H... ,/K. . £
l  i ( D - l )  i d  1  1 3  •
Thus Hi(j_|)//Hij £  ^or a -^1 3* Thus each of the factors
in this part of the series are TY-groups. Next, consider 
the other part of the link. Ai/Hi+, is an (QF,1Y)-group. By 
an argument similar to that for the 11-factors, each factor 
in this part of the link is an (!ji,lY)-group. Thus G has a 
principal series whose factors are either Tf-groups or In­
groups and the Tf-groups are members of 9b. Hence the 
-separable groups contain and the theorem is
proven.
COROLLARY 5.8. If ©  is the class of ll-closed 
groups, then ©  is the class of Tf-separable groups.
Proof. Let ^  be the class of finite groups in 
the previous theorem.
The previous theorem now makes it possible to give 
a number of conditions which imply saturation for the class 
of ($/1Y)- separable groups. The proof of this theorem will 
be omitted as it would closely parallel the proof of the 
corresponding theorems in Chapter IV.
THEOREM 5.9. Let 9  be a normal formation. Each
of the following conditions implies saturation for the class
of (^ff)-separable groups.
(a) C G &  for every pe.T<.
P
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(b) &  is subgroup inherited.
(c) #  is locally defined.
(d) &  contains only solvable groups.
THEOREM 5.10. If is a Fitting formation, then
the class of -closed groups is a Fitting formation.
Proof. By Theorem 5.7, it is known that the class
(♦,/n0-closed groups is a normal formation. Let H and
K be normal subgroups of G possessing normal Hall (a^ ,'fT)- 
subgroups H' and K', respectively. Since H' is a 
normal Hall ftjfr/n’)-subgroup of H and Hall 1t-subgroups are 
maximal TT-subgroups of a group, then H' is characteristic 
in H. Similarly, K' is characteristic in K. Thus H' 
and K' are both normal in G. Hence P = H'K' is a nor­
mal iT-subgroup of G. Since is a Fitting formation,
P € Also, HK/P = (HP/P) (KP/P) . Note that
HP/P = H/HOP = (H/H1)/(HOP/H') e  TT*.
Similarly, KP/P €  ft'. Thus HK/P €. ft1. Consequently,
P = H'K' is a normal Hall (fr/rf)-subgroup of HK.
Upon application of this theorem to the class of 
P-nilpotent groups, i.e., the class (p of groups having 
the property that G € <P if and only if G possesses a 
normal subgroup N of order relatively prime to a fixed 
prime p such that G/N is a p-group, one obtains:
COROLLARY 5.10. The class of p-nilpotent groups 
is a Fitting formation.
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Proof. Let ft = {q I q is a prime, q ^ and let
be the class of all finite groups. The class of groups
having normal Hall (3p,tf)-subgroups is precisely the class of 
p-nilpotent groups. Hence by the previous theorem, the 
class of p-nilpotent groups.is a Pitting formation.
That the class of (U/tT)-closed groups does not have 
the extension property is seen in the following example.
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let ^  be the class of all finite 
groups and let 1T = £2 } . Consider S3 . Let N be the
normal subgroup in S3 of order 3. Since In I = 3, N
has a normal Hall Tl'-subgroup E. Also, (S3 :N) = 2. Thus 
S3/N is a normal Hall Tf-subgroup of itself. Therefore 
N and S3/N are Tf-closed, but S3 fails to have a nor­
mal Hall Tf-subgroup.
Since the extension of an 03s1t)-closed group by an 
TT)-closed group is in general not (ft/Tf)-closed, letting 
be a polyclass still only yields that the class of 
-closed groups is a Fitting formation. This fact 
is used to provide an example of a Pitting formation that 
fails to be subgroup inherited.
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let 3^* be the polyclass associ­
ated with the formation given in Example 3.2. Let TT = 
■{2 ,3,5} and let ^  be the class of -closed groups.
By Theorem 5.10,3^ is a Fitting formation. A5£ ^  but 
C 3 . Thus Or is not subgroup inherited.
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Although the extension property does not hold in 
general for the class of (&,•fr)-closed groups, it can be 
shown to hold if all groups under consideration are taken 
to be TT-closed.
LEMMA 5.9. Let Tfr be a polyclass. If N is a 
normal subgroup of the Tf-closed group G and if N, G/N 
are -closed, then G is (3/TT) -closed.
Proof. Since G is ff-closed, G possesses a 
normal Hall ff-subgroup K which turns out to be the 
unique Hall ff-subgroup of G. Then NflK and KN/N are 
the unique normal Hall ff-subgroups of N and G/N, re­
spectively. Thus N O K  £ y  and KN/N £  3?. But KN/N = 
K/KON. Therefore NC*K€l3r and K / N f \ K € ^  imply that 
K € # .  Hence G is (3r/nr) -closed.
THEOREM 5.11. Let 3? be a polyclass containing 
Cp for every prime p £  Tf . A group G is ,TT)-closed 
if and only if G/§>(G) is C3?,ff)-closed.
Proof. Since G/<§(G) is an epimorphic image of G, 
then if G has a normal Hall (3 ;^n*)-subgroup, it follows 
that G/$(G) also is -closed.
Suppose that G/3i(G) is (3r,Tf)-closed. Then G/3l(G) 
is rr- closed. Hence by a result of Baer , G is TT- 
closed . Consider 5(G). MG) = Pi ® P2*® ••• ® Pn"' the 
direct product of its Sylow subgroups. For all p £  TT,
C g j  and &  a polyclass imply that the corresponding
XT
Sylow subgroups are in ^  . Also, the direct product K
of Sylow subgroups for the p £  Tf is a member of ^ . 
K is the required normal Hall -subgroup of <§(G).




This thesis has been concerned with a discussion 
of the relationships between a number of classes of groups. 
Theorem 1.1 gives the basic relationship between poly­
classes, Pitting formations, and normal formations. The 
relationships between these three classes of groups and 
the other general classes of groups which have been dis­
cussed is illustrated in the following diagram.
POLYCLASS
NOR. FORM. ,FIT. FORM.
FORMATION
SAT. FORM.SUB. INH. 
FORM.
The abelian and nilpotent groups and the classes of groups 
constructed in the examples provide the necessary counter­
examples to show that this diagram is complete for finite 
groups.
It has been shown that most of the structural prop­
erties of the class of finite solvable groups, which don't 
depend upon the fact that the minimal normal subgroup of 
a solvable group is elementary abelian, carry over to the 
classes of groups possessing normal ^-series. Thus the 
theory of normal formations and their associated polyclasses 
provides a method of investigating the structure of a large
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number of distinct classes of groups simultaneously.
In addition to answering a number of guestions 
about the relationships between the various classes of 
groups examined, this thesis also poses some new prob­
lems. Theorem 2.7, when restricted to finite groups, 
shows that each normal formation gives rise to a
polyclass This raises the question: For every
polyclass fX is there a normal formation Qh which is 
properly contained in 01 such that 53 = 3**? If this 
is not true in general, then what properties must be 
placed on 53 to insure that it is the polyclass asso­
ciated with some proper normal formation?
Also, Theorem 2.7 shows that between a normal 
formation and its associated polyclass Or*, there 
exists an infinite number of normal formations. But 
Theorem 3.8 shows that there are no polyclasses between 
*  and This suggests the possibility of inves­
tigating questions concerning the number of subformations 
of a normal formation, the number of polyclasses contained 
in a given polyclass and the number of polyclasses between 
two given polyclasses. This type of investigation would 
appear to lead in the direction of work being done in 
varieties of groups.
For finite groups, the classes of abelian, nil- 
potent and solvable groups have the property that 
(L c **£ cj'. The question presents itself as to whether 
or not there is a class of groups corresponding to the
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class of nilpotent groups, i.e., a Pitting formation,
which is contained between each formation and its asso­
ciated polyclass. An affirmative answer would help to 
clarify the position of the nilpotent groups in the class 
of finite groups.
For the particular case of the class “3 1 of
solvable K-groups, Theorem 5.2 demonstrates that this
class of groups is a normal formation. Thus &  has a 
unique characteristic subgroup 3r(G) with the property 
that G/N is a solvable K-group if and only if 3*(G) £. N. 
Since G/E(G) is an elementary group and hence a solvable 
K-group, #(G) Q  E(G) where E(G) is the elementary com­
mutator subgroup of G, i.e., the normal subgroup of least 
order containing 5(H) for all subgroups H S. G. This 
raises the questions: Under what conditions is ^(G) =
E (G) ? What relationship exists between 3?(G) and 5(G)?
Is it necessary that ^(G) is always nilpotent?
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